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Foreword

Sni LANKA HAS now had more than twelve years of experience in iinplementing large-scale donor-funded projects intended to rehabilitate its inigation
schemesand thereby improve theirperformance. Many ofthese projects have
included research components. As a result, there is a substantial body of
literature on the experiences with these rehabilitation projects. Even more
important perhaps, several of these rehabtlitationprojects have enabled acore
groupofpeople, bothSriLankans andothers, togain valuableexperience that
has enabled them to contribute a lot to the evolution of policies and strategies
for improving therehabilitation strategies adopted by the government, and its
policies towards institutional strengthening and system management.
Dr. W. A. Terrence Abeysekera, the author of this study, is uniquely
qualified to review the literature on these projects to identify the key lessons
learned, and issues requiring further work. He was closely involved in
carryingout baselineresearch for the first ofthe majorrehabilitation projects,
the Tank Improvement and Modernization Project (TIMP); he completed his
Ph.D. thesis based on his research on this project. The research organization
responsible for this work, the Agrarian Research and Training Institute
(ARTI), played a key role in the second such project, the Gal Oya Water
Management Project, which has been the sourceofmany important irrigation
management lessons -and has generated more research than any other such
project in Sri Lanka.
Thehigation Systems Management Project (ISMP) was designed to build
on the lessons learned in the previous projects, particularly the Gal Oya
Project, and refine them further. Through this project, the Irrigation Department and Irrigation Management Division are testing more cost-effective
rehabilitation strategies, and also putting a great emphasis on building
farmers'organizationsand apartnersbip between these organizations and the
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government irrigation agencies. As part of the ISM Project, the International
lmgation Management Institute (IIMI) is implementing a set of actionresearch activities under a cooperative agreement with the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID).
This publication is one of the key outputs of these research activities. It is
designed to evaluate the existing documentation and literature on four major
donor-funded projects, two of which were completed by the mid-1980s
(TIMPandGalOya), and twoofwhich will becompletedinmid-l992(1SMP
and the Major Irrigation Rehabilitation Project [MIRP]). Gal Oya and ISMP
have received funding support from USAID; TIMP and MIRP have been
supported by the World Bank with supplementary funds from other donors.
The purpose of this report is to identify the lessons that have emerged from
the implementation of these projects based on available literature, and the
gaps that need to be filled by additional research. It brings out clearly a
number of lessons learned, some of which have been incorporated in recent
projects, and some not. Many of these lessons are applicable not only to Sri
Lanka but more widely. The lessons include: the importance of involving
farmers from the beginning and using the improvement process to build
farmers' organizations; the effectiveness of specially trained catalysts for
organizing farmers; the importance of addressing agricultural. technological.
marketing, and other issues as well as irrigation problems; and the necessity
to build in better monitoring and evaluation processes.
In addition to these conclusions, the report also identiiies a number of
important issues requiring further research. For example, none of the projects
completed six to seven years ago have been evaluated since. Therefore, under
its ISM Project Cooperative Agreement, IIMI has initiated a study that will
evaluate the performance, impact, sustainability, and economic benefits of
the two large completed projects, and in the light of these findings, evaluate
the likely outcomes of the two projects being implemented. The two studies,
i.e., the present one by Dr. Abeysekera and the evaluation study just
beginning, will provide a firm basis for recommending clear guidelines to the
government for future planning and implementation of cost-effective modernization projects.
All of the work done under the ISM Project Cooperative Agreement is
guided by a very active Research Advisory Committee. This Committee is
chaired by the Director of the Irrigation Management Division (IMD), and
includes the ISM Project Director and other representative!; of the IMD, the
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Irrigation Department, the consultants to the Project (Sheladia Associates
Inc.), and USAID. The Committee is a very active and critical one, which
takes a strong interest in ensuring that the research is useful and relevant.
On behalf of IIMI, I would like to express our appreciation of the active
role of the Research Advisory Committee, and particularly the ISM Project
Director, Mr. G. T. Jaywardena; the Director of IMD, MI. D. M. Ariyaratne;
and the USAID Project Officer. MI. Dan Jenkins. IIMI is also most grateful
to USAID for its generous funding and active support of the research
component of the ISM Project, through its Cooperative Agreement with IIMI.
Finally, I would like to thank Dr. Terrence Abeysekera, currently with the
Sri Lanka Office of the World Bank, for having done such a large amount of
work, and having responded magnificently when IIMI and the Committee
members raised more and more questions, and asked for more and more
details. We believe the result is an excellent piece of work, of great value to
policymaken, imgation management practitioners. and researchers not only
in Sri Lanka hut in other countries as well.

Douglas J. Merrey
Former Head, Sri L a n k Field Operations
International Irrigation Management Institute
August, 1992
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Executive Summary

THIS

STUDY, INITIATED by the Sri Lanka Field Operations (SLFO) of the
International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI), provides a review of
five selected major irrigation rehabilitation projects in Sri Lanka, mainly to
draw lessons and to identify key research issues.
Sri Lanka’s irrigation sector entered a new era of major rehabilitation
activities in the late 1970s. Since then, the basic concepts, objectives and
improvement strategies of rehabilitation projects have undergone a significant evolution. The change mainly reflects a move towards adopting a
participatory mode of management with a greater emphasis on “software”
aspects. Past experiences clearly show that the conventional approach of
official-dominated central planning with a heavy construction bias in irrigation system rehabilitation has failed in achieving the expected goals.
The study highlights the inadequacy of research on socioeconomic as well
as technical aspects as a major deficiency hindering the development of the
irrigation sector. Despite a rapid growth in the country’s irrigation investmentsin the 1980s, the volnmeofresearchonrehabilitationhasnot increased
during this period. After an initial surge in the early 1980s. the volume of
research has, in fact, declined in the more recent years. Evidence strongly
suggests that unless new production techniques are introduced, it would not
be possible to maintain the economic viability of the current as well as future
investments on rehabilitation.
The more significant lessons emerging from the past experiences are:

1. Increasing need for pursuing cost-effective rehabilitation strategies,
and the usefulness of management-oriented strategies as a means of
achieving greater project viability.
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2. Usefulness of farmers'organizations as amajor vehicle for mobilizing
farmer participation and local resources.
3. Need for establishing a reliable information base prior to project
design.

4. Critical role played by nonwater factors in determining the overall
success of rehabilitated systems.
5 . Recognition of the importance of introducing new agricultural and
water control technologies to improve irrigation system performance.

The more significant research issues emerging from the literature survey are:
1 . Evaluation and establishment of criteria for assessing the rehabilitation needs in the irrigation sector.
2. Impact assessnient of completed as well as ongoing rehabilitation
projects with emphasis on irrigation, agricultural, employment and
income consequences.

3. Comparative studies on cost-effectiveness of alternative rehahilitation and O&M options.
4. Investigations of issues relating to sustainability ol rehabilitation
projects.
5 . Studies designed to improve and strengthen the institutional capacitie
of the irrigation schemes, at local as well as provincial levels.

6. Technical research programs on irrigation and agronomic aspects
leading tothe generation, testing anddissemination of new technogies.
7. Studies on irrigation cost recovery, use and disbursement of funds.

8. Studies on problems affecting irrigation system performance.
9. Transfer and communication of lessons.

PART 1

CHAPTER 1

Introduction

EMERGING EMPHASIS ON REHABILITATION
EXPANSION
OF THE land area under cultivation through the development of
irrigation systems and land settlement has been a principal investment
strategy of all governnients in Sri Lanka for achieving the national goal of
food self-sufficicncy. The process of expanding the land area has been
dominated by investments in the construction of new imgation systems.
During the last four decades the investments in new construction have
experienced threepeaks, in the early 195% the late 1960s and thelate 1970s.
The total irrigated area in Sri Lanka has expanded considerably in the past
few decades and reached 520,000hectares (ha) in 1990. Most of the increase
in the irrigated area since the late 1970s is due to the implementation OF the
Accelerated Mahaweli Development Programme, the government’s largest
public sector investment during this period. The program, in its peak year of
1984, accounted for ahout 39 percent of the public sector capital investment
and 90 percent ofall investments in the imgation sector. Of the total imgated
area in Sri Lanka in 1990, ahout 350,000ha were served by ahout 400 major
or medium-sized schemes (including about 45,000 ha under Mahaweli) and
about 170,000 ha of irrigated lands were served by about 22,000 minor
(village) irrigation schemes.
More or less coinciding with the coinpletion of Mahaweli works, Sri
Lanka’s irrigation sector now appears to have entered a new development
phase, distinguished by the heavy emphasis on the rehabilitation andmanagement of the existing irrigation resources, rather than on constructing new
systems (Table I).
Most ofthepresent irrigation systemsin SriLankaare30-50yearsoldand
some of them, for a variety of reasons, are currently showing the need for
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rehabilitation and improvement. In recognition of this nced, governments
since the late 1970s have implemented a number of rehabilitation projects.

l
z

Table 1. Growrhpartem of irrigarion investments in Sri Lnnka. 19S0-88.

Year

1 1 1 1
Con%%onb

Inigation investment‘
Share of the total
..
(RstndIm) ,
irrigation investmeni
RehabiliOperation Total
lation’
and
maintenance
g ~ m m e n t. public
budget mveshm

(RsM) (%I (RsM) (%)

(RsM) (%) (RsM)

-

1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
I985
I988

907
a59
619
994
1116

96
96
91
93

-

1072

3
2
6
6

29
19
15
16
13
21
18

3

‘Expressed in 1986 currency as five-yearaverages centering on the years shown.
%vestments for conslmcting new systems or restoring old systems. Only irrigationinfrastructure-related investments, such as those for tanks and canals, are included.
“Investmentsfor rehabilitation and fnr modernizing existing systems.
dNot including overhead costs such as personnel emoluments or administrative
expenditures.
Note: na = not available.
Source: Aluvihare and Kikuchi (1990, Table 6).

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE REVIEW
The main purpose of this literature survey is to provide insights into the
planning, plan implementation, operation and post-project performance of
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major irrigation rehabilitation projects in Sri Lanka, primarily todraw lessons
and identify problems emerging from past experiences, and to identify key
research areas that require further attention.
The review focuses on five selectedmajorirrigationrehabilitation projects:
Tank Irrigation Modernization Project (TIMP), Major Irrigation Rehabilitation Project (MIRP), Gal Oya Water Management Project (GOWMP),
Irrigation SystemManagement Project (ISMP) andUda Walawe Modernization Project (UWMP). These projects account for the hulk of the major
irrigation rehabilitation activitiesin thecountry. Figure 1 shows thelocations
of these projects.
In addition to these large rehabilitation projects, the government bas also
undertaken a large number of other imgation rehabilitation projects such as
the Village Irrigation Rehabilitation Project (VIRP), Anuradhapura DryZone Agriculture Project (ADZAP) and Minipe-Nagadeepa Rehabilitation
Programme. Moreover, a large number ofminorimgation schemes throughout the country have also been rehabilitated through the Integrated Rural
Development Projects(1RDPs). A National Irrigation Rehabilitation Project
(NIRP), funded primarily by tbe World Bank, is just getting underway as a
follow-up to VIRP.
Except for a brief review undertaken by Merrey (1987), no attempt has so
far been made to prepare a comprehensive review covering the major
irrigation rehahilitation works in Sri Lanka. The review undertaken by
Merrey focuses attention on the institution building process in the rehabilitated irrigation schemes and examines the hypothesis that projects which are
built on strong farmers’organizations are more likely to exhibit sustainable
improvements in productivity and ensure equity than those schemes which
primarily emphasize physical construction.

INTRODLICITON

I

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
The presentation of information and analysis in this review correspondsto an
analytical structure composed of the following broad elements:
1. Project identification, formulation and planning

This component mainly focuses on the development goals and strategies, project formulation process, planning, and designing of the
rehabilitation project. The assumptions underlying the development
approach of the project, their bases and validity are also examined.
Most of this information comes from appraisal reports and bench-mark
surveys.
2. Project implementation, organization and operation

The review focuses on the nature and level of beneficiary participation,
implementation procedures followed, institutionalmechanisms, procedures adopted for construction and O&M activities, feedback and
monitoring activities and degree of mobilization of local resources for
rehabilitation work and their snstainability.

3. Rehabilitation costs
Specific information on the actual costs of rehabilitation is difficult to
establish. Subject tothis limitation, the review provides some information on total costs and cost-related issues.
4. Project impact and sustainability of outcome

Information in this regard is reviewed primarily with respect to innovations and achievements in the areas of agriculture, irrigation and
institutionaldevelopment. Snstainability and replicability of the project
outcomes in other projects are also given attention.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
The presentation is organized under three main parts. Part 1 gives an
introduction to the study and data sources. Part 11, comprising chapters 2 4 ,
provides information relating to each of the five rehabilitation projects on a
case-by-case basis. Part 111 discusses the more important lessons learned
(Chapter 7) and the priority research areas (Chapter 8). The bibliography
provided at the end contains entries categorized by project.

PART 2

CHAPTER 2

Tank Irrigation Modernization Project

THE TANK IRRIGATION Modernization Project (TIMP) is the first large-scale
irrigation rehabilitationexercise undertaken in Sri Lanka. The project covers
a total area of about 12,753 hectares (ha) of inigable land in five major
irrigation schemes located in the North Central Dry Zone, which had
previously been restored in the early 1950s. The schemes covered are:
Mahawilachchiya (1,053 ha), Mahakanadarawa (2,429 ha), Pavatkulam
(1,619 ha), Vavunikulam (2,429 ha) and Padaviya (5,061 ha). The project
was identifiedin 1973,preparedduring 1974 andimplementedduring 1 9 7 6
82.
Climatically, the project is located in a relatively dry area with a high
rainfall variability. The area is affected by severe droughts, at least once in
4-6 years, causing major setbacks to its agricultural production. All tank
schemes in TIMP are associated with small and poor catchments and, as a
result, the agricultural production pattern in the project area shows a remarkable variability induced by rainfall fluctuations.

PROJECT IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION
The specific criteria used in identifying the five irrigation schemes to be
included in TIMP are not indicated in the project documents. However, it
appears that the choice of these schemes has been influenced largely by issues
such as poverty and regional equity with better income distribution.

11
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MAJOR PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The basic goal of TIMP, as outlined in the appraisal report, was to increase
the agricultural production in the irrigable lands in the project area through
increased land-use intensity and the adoption of a package of irrigation and
agricultural innovations (World Bank 1976). The TIMP plans projected
major increases in the annual cropping intensity of the imgated land in the
area, from 83 percent to 170 percent, within a period of 5 years. The project
was aimedatconservinginigation water stored in the reservoir andmaximizing the use of maha (main wet season) rainfall, thereby increasing the
agricultiiral potential.
Along with this increase in cultivated land, large increases in crop yields
were also anticipated. Rice yields during the maha season were expected to
double, from 1.7 tons per ha to 3.4 tons per ha.
The total mahaseason rice production wasexpectedtoincreasef~om1,567
metric tons to ahout 4,180 metric tons, reflecting an increase of ahout 270
percent.
The expected increases in agricultural production in yala (secondary wet
season) wereeven moredramatic. For instance, inMahawilachchiyaScheme,
the cultivated area during the yala season was projected to increase four-anda-half times, from 81 ha to 365 ha. The area under nonrice crops, mainly
pulses, was projected to increase sevenfold in a five-year period. The plan
expected a major increase in nonrice crop production, from 19.8tons to 700
tons. Total rice output during the yala season was estimated to increase from
154 tons to 1,386 tons, a ninefold increase.
The goalsofTIMPwere, therefore.basedonradica1 transformationsofthe
agricultural pattern in the area through which significant increases in farm
incomes were anticipated. Net farm income was expected to rise from the
existing level of Rs 2,850 to a post-project level of Rs 7,650.

TANK IRRIGATION MODERNIZATION PROJECT
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MAJOR PROBLEMS AND IMPROVEMENT
STRATEGIES ADOPTED
The main problems identified in the project were:

I , Inefficient use of maha rainfall and wasteful use of irrigation water by
farmers.
2 Poor agricultural extension facilities.
3. Unsatisfactory farm roads, causing problems in marketing.

The project appraisal report recognized that under the existing cultivation
practices, fanners rely heavily on chena (slash-and-bum) cultivation. Typically, farmers engage in preparing their chena lands before the onset of the
rainsand planting activitiesin thechenaare undertaken with the arrival of the
rains. Farmers turn their attention to rice fields only after the completion of
chena work. Almost as a rule, farmers in the project area wait until the tank
becomes full, before they begin any land preparation work in the rice fields
(WorldBank 1985). Becauseofthisdelayinpreparingricelands, by thetime
the sowing activities arecompletedmostoftheheavyrains aregenerally over.
The appraisal report also identified that farmers use too much water for
preparing land for rice cultivation.
Thus, the overall development plan of TIMP was based on a strategy to
conserve and maximize the maha season rainfall. An assumption implicit in
this plan is that, once the imgation system is modernized and improved to
provide better water distribution and management, farmers would automatically follow the project recommendations, would give up chena cultivation
and intensify the cultivation of their irrigated holdings. This assumption, as
proved later, seriously underestimated the role of chena cultivation and other
traditional cultivation methods that have been practiced in the area for
centuries.
The basic strategy underlying the TIMP development plan involved two major
components:
1.

The development of agricultural production in the area.

CHAPTER 2
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2. The improvement of the irrigation water use and management.
The agricultural component recommended a package of practices to be
followed by the farmers. This included

1. Preparation ofrice lands underdry soil conditions (drytillage) wihout
waiting for the maha rains.
2. Advancing the sowing time of rice to benefit from initial maha season
rains that would otherwise be unutilized.

3. Dry sawing of ungerminated seed paddy as a substitute for the
conventional system of sowing germinated seed paddy under wet
conditions (to reduce high levels of water use in land preparntion
under wet conditions).

4. Cultivation of short-duration (3 to 3 1/2 month) rice varieties during
the maha season to reduce the irrigation period.
These recommendations, therefore, constituted a package requiring a high
level of tractor use, timely availability of water supplies, hetter water control
and the availability of short-duration rice varieties.
The irrigation improvement strategy of TIMP, on the other hand, involved
the adoption of several innovations that basically require major structural
changes in the water conveyance system to allow better water control and
delivery. Such changes were aimed at introducing a rotational (intermittent)
system OC irrigation water distribution at the farm (tertiary-canal) level. In
order to introduce the system of rotations, the channel system was redesigned
and new contmls andmeasurement devices were installed along thechannels.
The major irrigation-related innovations in TIMP were:

1. Introduction of rectangular channels of one cusec (28.3 liters per
second) capacity.
2. Construction of a lined channel system to reduce seepage losses.
3. Installation of larger (15 cm) farm pipe outlets

TANK IRRIGATION MODERNlZAnON PROJECT
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4. Construction of control and measuring structures
5. Implementation of a strict 12-hour rotational system of water issues.

These changes necessitated a great deal of construction work, and provided a heavy engineering orientation to TIMP.

SOURCE OF TIMP IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES
The basis of the agricultural technologies adopted in TIMP is mostly derived
from the early findings of a major field experimentation program conducted
in the Walagambahuwa minor tank scheme in Anuradhapura District in the
mid-1970s. These experiments indicated that agronomic practices such as
early planting of rice, dry sowing of ungerminated seed, cultivation of shortseason rice varieties, and the use of tractors for land preparation are potentially useful means for reducing the demand for irrigation water in waterdeficit areas in the dry zone (Upasena 1980). As the ecological conditions in
the TIMP area are close to those of the Walagambahuwa tank area, the TIMP
planners have adopted the Walagambahuwa model of agricultural development to the TIMP as well.
It is significant to note that the encouraging results emerging from
Walagambahuwa in its early years were rather deceptive and were not
sustainedlater. In theearly years, theapparentsuccessofthe Walagambahuwa
rnodel was nunured by good rainfall conditions. In low-rainfall years,
farmers in Walagambahuwa abandoned the new innovations and returned to
their traditional cropping system dominated by chena cultivation.
The inappmpriatenessofthese agriculturalstrategiestotheTIMPareaand
their likelihood to fail under poor rainfall conditions have been confirmed by
a detailed tank water balance study by Abeysekera (1986). The study
highlighted that agricultural strategies in TIMP could deliver expectations
only under circumstances of average and above-average rainfall.

Ih
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PROJECT PLANNING PROCESS
The TIMP plans were largely based on the socioeconomic information
provided by a rapid appraisal of the project area, conducted by the Agricultural Economics Division of the Department of Agriculture just before the
project appraisal.
The planning process, in general, reflects a relatively rigid, top-down
approach with little participation of the actual beneficiaries. The proposed
improvements appear to have been conceived and designed centrally, with
little involvement of the officials and farmers. In fact, farmers' organizations
werenotpresentintheprojectareaatthe timeof initiating theprojectandthis
appeared to he a major cause for the lack of farmer participalion, in spite of
which, the project did not even attempt to organize farmers to obtain their
views.

PROJECT COSTS AND COMPONENTS
The project was funded by the World Bank. The total estimated cost was
about US$30.0 million (Rs 225 million), including about U S 7 . 0 million in
import taxes andduties( 1976prices). The project activities broadly included:
construction work for improving irrigation, drainage facilities, and farm
roads; provision of equipment for land preparation and plant protection;
strengthening of agricultural support services; and provision of technical
support for strengthening 0 & M work.
The cost data (Table 2) show that civil works, and equipment and
machinery imports accounted for nearly 85 percent of TIMP's total project
expenditure. The irrigation improvement component, in particular, was
highly capital-intensive and accounted for 29 percent of the total cost. The
cost profile indicates a large foreign exchange component allocated for
importing machinery and vehicles. As part of the project, a large number of
tractors were imported to be sold to the settlers.

TANK IRRIGATION MODERNIZATION PROJECT
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Table 2. Major cost components of TIMP (in 1976 currency).

Cost

Item
(US$M)
Civil works
Conshvction equipment and vehicle3
Agricultural equipment and vehicles

Technical assistance
Engineering and administration
Contingencies
Price contingencies
Total

(%)

8.7
56
5.6
0.3
1.3
1.7
6.8

29.0
18.7
18.7
1.o
4.2
5.7
22.7

30.0

100.0

Source: Project Appraisal Report. World Bank, 1976.

ORGANIZATION OF THE PROJECT
In order to implement the rehabilitation program, a three-tiered organizational structure was outlined in the project proposal (World Bank 1985). At
thehighest level, there was aCentralCoordinationCommitteein theMinistry
of Lands and Land Development, chaired by the Secretary of the Ministry.
This committee included representatives from other departments responsible
for project implementation such as the Department of Agriculture. Quarterly
meetings of this committee were held to review the progress of the work. At
the middle level, the project activities were handled by the District Coordination Committee, chaired by the Chief Project Engineer (CPE). The CPE
wasresponsible forthecoordinationofroutineactivities. Atthe lowest level,
the project work was expected to be supervised by the Tank Committee,
chaired by the Project Engineer. It was expected that this committee would
include both government officials engaged in agricultural activities in the
scheme and elected members of farmers.
Although these institutional arrangements were expected to function
actively from the very inception of the project, in fact, they did not function
effectively. Of the three levels of the organization, the least effective was that
at the tank level (the Tank Committee). In fact, throughout the period of
project implementation, the TankCommitlees were nonfunctional (Abeysekera
1986). Although there were monthly meetings at ministry level, most of the
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discussions were centered on evaluating the project progress only in terms of
its physicalachievements such ascubesof soilsexcavated, lengthofchannels
lined, number of structures completed, etc.
The project organization suffered major problems of coordination among
different government agencies involved in TIMP. This was mainly due to a
lack of coordination of all activities at a higher level (World Bank 1979). As
a result, a project manager was appointed in 1980 to coordinate and implement the project. However, the new organizational arrangement too faced
administrative difficulties and was discontinued. With this, the project
administration was handed back to the Irrigation Department. A noteworthy
problem in the organizational structures of TIMP is that it did not allow
effective interaction between the key agencies carrying out various functions
in the project such as the Irrigation Department and the Department of
Agriculture.
The project organization activities, in overall terms, failed to incorporate
any needed change. The project implementors faithfully adhered to the
blueprint prepared by the engineers at the beginning of the project.
However, towards the latter part ofprojectimplementation, some flexibility seems to have been introduced, as illustrated by the water distribution
system. For example, the original project design envisaged limited irrigation
deliveries of 12 hours per day so that fanners would have to irrigate at night.
However, when the detailed rotational schedules were prepared to achieve
this objective, it proved impossible to operate night time rotations and some
adjustments were made.

BENEFICIARY PARTICIPATION
Although theestablishmentofTankCommitteesinTIMP,
involving farmers
at the tank level, was a significant idea, the project had no specific plans to
organize farmers. The existing Vel Vidanes (farmer representatives) were
deployed by the project to undertake water management and other related
tasks, including implementation of the rotational schedules, representation of
the farmers at the Tank Committee, and coordination with government
officers. The arrangement did not operate satisfactorily, mainly because the
project managers did not realize that Vel Vidanes were unacceptable to

TANK IRRIGATlON MODRRNIZATION
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fanners as their representatives. Having realized this, efforts were made to
organize field channel groups with contact fanners in a system similar to that
of the Training and Visit (T&V) system in the Department of Agriculture.
This effort wa8 introduced after most construction work was completed and
was, thus, ineffective.

PROJECT ACHIEVEMENTS
Despite a large capital expenditure, the actual performance of TIMP in the
initial years was disappointing (Abeysekera 1983). The rotational system of
inigation water distribution, upon which most of the expectations of agricultural change were based, led to many major operational problems. The
modernized conveyance systems suffered considerable damage, often at the
hands of farmers responding to the nonfunctioning of the new construction
work.
Post-evaluation studies indicate that, for many reasons, farmers did not
accept the improvement package and were reluctant to change their traditional cultivation practices (Abeysekera 1986, Murray-Rust and Rao 1987a
and 1987b). In fact, practices such as dry sowing and early sowing were
completely rejected by fanners and they continued to engage themselves in
chena cultivation. As regards rice, they continued to show their traditional
preference to ensure one good maha season rice crop using long-duration (44'/zmonths)varieties,plantedratherlateintheseasonwhenthetankwasfull.
Despite the formationofmany committees,theproject administrationalso
showed major weaknesses. As a result, virtually all activities and responsibilities of undertaking the project work were in the hands of the project
engineers in the respective schemes. This led to a perception of the project
as an engineering activity with a strong construction orientation. This
perception led to the neglect of other complementary aspects of the problem
(such as the mnltidisciplinary aspect) and beneficiary participation.
Being the first major irrigation rehabilitation project in Sri Lanka, TIMP
has been widely studied and discussed. Prior to the commencement of the
project, comprehensive benchmark studies covering a wide range of aspects
were undertaken by the Agrarian Research and Training Institute (ARTI).
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The investigations basically covered social, economic, agricultural and
technical avpects of the five irrigation systems, prior to modernization (ART1
1979a, 1979b).
Based on the benchmark studies, Ranatunga, Farrington and Abeysekera
the projectappraisal
(1981) attemptedtoreflectonsomeoftheissuesraisedin
report. The report discussed the problems and proposed solutions as well as
the weaknesses of the appraisal, and identified potential problems likely to
hinder the progress of the envisaged crop diversification. The report
indicated that crop diversification would require a long period of work and a
multidisciplinary effort. It also indicated a potential to increase cropping
intensities and yields of the tail-end farmers.

SUSTAINABILITY OF PROJECT ACHIEVEMENTS
Although TIMP has been operational for over a decade, so far no research
investigations have been conducted to examine the long-term impact of the
project. However, detailed studies assessing the post-impact evaluation
almost immediately after the project completion, conducted by Abeysekera
in 1985 (Abeysekera 1986a and 1986h) and Kariyawasam in 1983
(Kariyawasam et al. 1984), provide insights into the likely long-term
sustainahility ofthe project. In general, both these studies raise doubts about
the long-tern viability of the project development strategies. The findings
suggest that the basic agricultural and irrigation problems would remain after
the project investment is over.
The study by Aheysekera was based on a large body of data gathered from
fanners, officials and official records. The investigation focused on the
Mahawilachchiya Tank. The analysis showed that TIMP was introduced in
a complex situation involving a number of fundamental problems like the
growing population pressure, rainfall uncertainty and withdrawal of government support. It also showed that the rejection of the solutions offered (such
as dry tillage, dry sowing, irrigation rotation at the field-channel level and
growing nonrice crops in the dry season) to solve the basic problems in the
area was mainly due lo uncertainty of rainfall and lack of profitability. With
the rejection of recommended practices, by the farmers, the physical improvements implemented under TIMP also became redundant.
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The study also showed that although tractors were made available, the
farmers did not change their traditional method of land preparation because
of uncertain water availability. Dry tillage and dry sowing were never
practiced by farmers. They preferred to ensure one good maha season rice
crop by planting long-term (44% months) varieties, using irrigation water
for land preparation.
The analysis suggests the need for a comprehensive strategy that would
involve the cooperation of farmers as well as officials engaged in agriculture
and irrigation with intensive field efforts and training of officials and
assistance of political authorities. Such issues do not seem to have been
considered adequately in the project design.
A study hy Kariyawasam (1984)with respect to the availability of water
and tank hydrology in the Mahakanadarawa scheme, concluded that one of
themajorconhibutoryfactorsforthefailureofthistankwastherehabilitation
of small tanks in its catchment area. These rehabilitation activities were
undertaken by nongovernmental organizations. The study emphasized the
need for closer coordination between the agencies undertaking rehabilitation
work and the Irrigation Department.

AnanalysisofTIMPwasalsoundertakenbyMurrayRustandRao(1987a
and 1987h). based mostly on secondary data. This study also confirms that
the uncertainty of water and a lack of marketing arrangements were major
constraints to bothcropdiversificationandthe adoptionof nonricecrops. The
study showed that water management has been a problematic issue not only
because of the heterogeneity of the soils under a turnout hut also due to a lack
of farmer cooperation to implement the agreed rotational schedules.
Although the specific lessons emerging from TIMP do not provide very
positive results, the experiences have contributed significantly to a deeper
understanding of the implementation and operation of rehabilitation projects
in Sri Lanka. The project clearly demonstrated that a construction activity
alone, devoid of a management orientation, would not be a success. Similarly, TIMP also demonstrated that the technical feasibility of a development
strategy alone is insufficient to guarantee success. This lesson, therefore,
highlights the need for economic feasibility of the operational plans, viewed
from the farmers' perspective.
A unique feature associated with the TIMP development approach is that
the project design specifically recognized that the adoption of technological
options would play an indispensable role in improving the poor, stagnating
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economies in irrigation schemes. The TIMPexperience clearly demonstrates
that unless farmers are convinced of sustained and substantial economic
benefits (either by lowering production costs and/or increasing returns), they
would not accept new improvement programs or production technologies.
Unfortunately, however, in thecaseof TIMP, therecommended technologies
were inappropriate and the project did not yield the expected results.

CHAFTER3

Gal Oya Water Management Project

THE WATER MANAoEMEmProject, usually called the GalOya Water Management
Project, was initiated with the assistance of USAID and involved the rehabilitation ofoneofthelargestirrigationschemes in SriLanka. Feasibility studies were
completed in 1979 and the project was implemented through December 1985.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The project was designed with a number of broad objectives for intensifying
irrigated agriculture in the Gal Oya scheme. Among them, perhaps the most
significant, is the development of institutional capacity in theImgationDepartmen1,whichwouldenahle it tomanagelargeirrigation schemesmoreefficiently.
The objectives outlined in the project paper (USAID 1979) were:

I. Physical rehabilitation of the Gal Oya Left Bank Irrigation System, whose
commandareais about 23,000ha. ThemaincanalanddisUibutarychannels
were to be redesigned and repaired, primarily with a view to bringing the
system back to its original design specifications.

2. Preparationofwater management plansfortheGa1 OyaLeft Bank, basedon
on-farm research, with a view to minimizing water losses.
3. Training of Irrigation Department personnel, farmers and others in water
management practices.

4. Training of officials engaged in agriculture and other technical fields in the
GalOyaLeft Bank, provision ofimprovedcentral support forthe development
23
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of a water management unit of the Irrigation Department to administer the
projectinGal Oya, andthe development of theGalgamuwaImgation Training
Institute to provide operation and maintenance s u p p a throughoutthe country.
5. Organizing farmers and conducting socioeconomic research relating to the
development of farmers’ organizations or local water users’ associations in
the Gal Oya Left Bank as well as evaluating the impact of the project.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
The development strategies adopted in Gal Oya were influenced by TIMP and
otherexperiences, particularlywith respecttoissues suchas beneficiary participation as well as capital costs and operation and maintenance costs. Unlike in
TIMP,theGalOyaProject,fromtheinception,placedaheavyemphasisonfarmer
involvement in system rehabilitation and improvement, reflecting a “bottomup’’ development approach. The creation of farmers’ organizations was facilitated by the Institutional Organizers (10s)functioning at the field level.
The emphasis on fanner involvement, however, is not seen in the original
project design, hut came as a subsequent development, mainly because of the
involvement ofthe AgrarianResearch andTraining Institute (ARTI) and Cornell
University in project implementational activities.

PLANNING PROCESS
The overall planning processunderlying the Gal Oya Water Management Project
reflects a high degree of flexibility. The actual implementation of the project
differed significantly from that envisaged in the original project design. The
original project paper, for instance, laid major emphasis on the use of heavy
equipment for physical rehabilitation. Although the equipment was provided,
because of problems such as low utilization and difficulties of maintenance,
arrangementswerelatermadetomakeuseoflocallahorwhereverpossihle.The
original plan also emphasized detailed planning and the preparation of master
plans, but these were later de-emphasized. A realistic approach to design and
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implementation of civil works was later modified through the adoption of a
“pragmatic”approach todesign and construction, as suggested by the mid-term
evaluation. In the original plan, aspecific plan and specific fundingforrehabilitationofdistributary and field channels werenotincluded, but these were provided
in a later amendment to the project paper (USAID 1982).

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
The actual implementation of the project placed heavy emphasis on the establishment and development of farmers’ organizations as a major vehicle for
mobilizing farmer participation. This activity was carried out by ARTI with
assistance fromthe CornellUniversity. Initially, ARTIwasexpected todevelop
and establish a number ofpreconceived models of water users’ groups. However,
this approach was notfollowed; instead, the project utilized a novel approach of
using Institutional Organizers (10s) or catalysts to initiate and develop farmers’
organizations. AlthoughtheapproachofusingIOswasnewtotheareaofimgation
management in Sri Lanka, similar approaches had been adopted in other rural
development programs in Sri Lanka and irrigation projects in other countries.
Along with the introduction of farmers’ organizations, theprojectalsoemphasized the significance of socioeconomic research. As a result of the heavy
emphasis on the research component, a large number of research studies were
underlakenduring the project period.

IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES ADOPTED
The Gal Oya Project was an important event in the history of rehabilitating
irrigation systems in Sri Lanka. A significant aspect of this project was the use
of farmer participation as a means of achieving low-cost rehabilitation, and
operation and maintenance. A key strategy adopted in the Gal Oya Water
Management Project is “pragmatic rehabilitation.” This strategy is a major
depar%re from the usual “text book approach of setting standards and criteria.
The main objective of pragmatic rehabilitation was to ensure canal safety,
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stability andutility withaminimum levelofexpenditure (Kelleret al. 1982).The
approach reduced thecosts ofsurveying, designing and construction suhstantially.
Another key strategy adopted in this project is the mobilization of local
knowledge anduser participation in systemimprovement andmanagement, and
these strategiesprovedquite successful(Uphoff 1986a). Farmerparticipation in
the designprocess through group approaches wasencouraged. During the early
phase of project design, each farmer grouphad two rounds of meetings with the
engineers. Later, however. this was replaced with “walk-along-the-channel”
meetings.
Unlike TIMP, the Gal Oya Water Management Project did not include a
specific agricultural development strategy. A basic assumption implicit in the
project plans appears to be that when the water management activities are
improved, the agricultural aclivities would also he transformed favorably.

PROJECT COSTS
The total project cost, as estimated in 1978 (Table 3), amounted to US$18.34
million(USA1D 1979). Ofthis, US$3.0million wasfromproposed USAIDgrant
funding, US$6.8 million fromloan funding andUS$8.54 million (rupeeequivalent)
from the government.
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Table 3. Cost composition of the Gal Oya WarerManagement Project (in 1978
currency).

I

Item

Technicalassistance
Commodities
Training
Personnel
Other costs (includingconstruction)
Contingenciesand inflation

2,450
6.250
1,540

2,980

16.2

4,190

22.8

18,340
Source: USAID 1979.

STUDIES ON PROJECT EVALUATION
The Gal Oya Water Management Project is the most researched rehabilitation
project in Sri Lanka and consequently a wide range of literature is available on
this project. However, in the early years of the project, a useful study was
conducted by a review team of five members (Keller et al. 1982). The study, a
formal mid-tern evaluation, was intended mainly to serve as a project review and
to suggest recommendations for improvement. The review indicated that
although the irrigation system showed some efficiency due to reuse of water, a
major constraint reducing efficiency was the high levels of water consumption.
The review also emphasized the need for institutional development and the
significance of water users’ associations, while pointing out that the rehabilitation of the irrigation system and the envisaged O&M measures would not be
possibleunless farmer interests are mobilized through appropriate mechanisms
and institutional improvements. The report suggested that if the Irrigation
Departmentwasunwilling toacceptthechallenges inherent in thenew approach,
then efforts should be made to find another agency that would accept this
responsibility.
A key innovation recommended was the approach of “pragmatic rehabilitation’’ mentioned above. At the very inception of the pmject, the Irrigation
Department and its foreign consultants had adopted a conventional approach for
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rehabilitating channel systems which proved to be expensive and slow. The
objectiveofbringingthesystemback toits originaldesign was not onlyunrealistic
but, in fact, impossible to achieve. In the new approach, the basic idea was to
“conduct aphysicalinspectionofthesystemandtodeterminewhatwasneeded
to be done to ensure hydraulic efficiency and to stabilize the canal hanks.”This
approach reliedheavily on thejudgmentandexperienceofthedesignengineers.
Theadoptionofthisapproachhasbeenreportedtohesuccessfu1,mainlybecause
of the availability of experienced engineering skills within the project.
The project consultant’s final report provides a detailed account of the
activities of the project (PRC 1985b). This includes the project outputs, the
problems encountered and the lessons relevant to future rehabilitation projects.
Thefindingscover a wide rangeof issues andmajor pointshighlightedin~sre~rt
are:
1. Although tbe inputs from waternsers’ associations(WUAs)areextremely
useful, it is not always necessary for the rehabilitation of conveyance
systems. However, fanner input is essential in preparing the general
managementand workplan.
2. The O&M procedures that will be implementedfollowing rehabilitation
should be determined as part of the overall management and work plan.
Specific requirements of the operational plan which will effect water
control must be included in the design criteria.

3. Adelay in trainingthe project O&Mstaffislikely toaffect project success
and hence they should he given the necessary training as early as possible.
Itisnecessaryto train thenon-ImgationDepartmentpersonnel, particularly localofficials andother influential individuals inthecommunity, at
an early stage. This would greatly help the acceptance of water management as ameansofhelping thefarmers. It should havealong-termeffect
in maintaining the WUAs as viable organizations and may assist in their
federation andtheformationofanadvisorycommittee toassistthe project
manager in setting policy.
The final official evaluation of theGal Oya Left Bank Rehabilitation Project
was conducted by the International Institute for Science andTechnology (ISTI)
in 1985. Theevaluationmethodologyusedintheinvestigationinvolvedareview
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of available documents and interviews with USAID and government officials as
well as field visits.
The overall assessment of the project given in this report indicates that the
project as a whole has been a success. The achievements listed are:
1) rehabilitation of a badly deteriorated major irrigation scheme in a costeffective manner: 2) formation of viable farmers’ organizations, which are
functioning despite a fragmented social structure, 3) changes in agronomic
practices, increased yields and increased cropping intensity, all due, at least
partly, to improved water delivery and reliability.
Based on its findings, ISTI concluded that the project had substantially
achieved its purpose of developing an institutional capability, which can be
replicated to manage large irrigation schemes in Sri Lankamore efficiently and
effectively with active farmer assistance. The report suggests that the methodologydevelopedatGalOyaneedstobeextended tootherschemes, withnecessary
adaptation to suit different physical and social environments.
Another important outcome of the project is the change in attitude, communication and behavior among fanners andgovemment personnel that has occurred
atGalOya(Merrey andhlurray-Rust 1987). The factors thatcontributed tothe
overall project outcome, according to this review, are:
1) the improved reliability of water delively as a result of rehabilitation: 2) the
InstitutionalOrganizerprogram andthe farmers’ organizationsitcreated; 3) the
leadership of the Range Deputy Director of Irrigation who actively promoted
communication by direction and by example; and 4)the training program.
A review of the impact of the Gal Oya rehabilitation effort by Wijayaratne
(1987)identifies the lessons applicabletofuturerehahilitation.It highlights the
innovative and successful approaches used in various activities of the Gal Oya
Project, andexamines theconstraintsencounteredanddeficienciesobservedin
all stages of the project. This review suggests that the more significant constraints
associated with the project were:
1. Unrealistic assumptions during theplanningphase. One of the major

expectations ofthe sponsoring agencies inregardtotheproposedfarmers’
orgauizations was making fanners totally responsible for rehabilitation
workof the field channels. However, farmers were ueverconsulted about
this in advance and no agreement was reached beforehand.
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2. Weak or inadequate database. The project implementation, to a large
extent, was affectedby lack of data on vital aspects. The lengths of different
categories of channels, and the extent of cultivated area were not known.
There was inadequate information on drainage, reuse of water and soil
characteristics.
3. Limited impact of rehabilitation on agnculluralproduct~n.The direct
influence of the rehabilitation program was limited to system-wide improvements in water availability. Therefore, in instances where factors
other than imgation waterplayedasignificantrole in increasingproduction,
the water managementprogram alone,wasunlikelytoprovide solutionsto
the problems relating to production increases.
4. The use of original design specifiations in rehabilitdon. The initial

objective was to restore the physical system to the original design specifications. However, this was not possible because the latter could not be
found. Furthermore,some oftheoriginal specificationsmaynothavebeen
appropriateforthe changedconditionsof the project,as theactualcommand
area had increased significantlyover the past three decades. Rehabilitation
should provide an opportunity tobenefit from changes in technology that
have occurred since the inception of a project and to adjust the system to
emerging changes such as increased area, or new cropping patterns.
5. Poor coordination among line agencies. The work required by the local
agencies (other than the Irrigation Department) to achieve the project
objectives was not adequately defined in the project paper. In addition,lack
of proper coordination and cooperation among agencieswasobsenredtobe
a constraint during project implementation.
6. Limitations in benefitcost evaluations of rehabilirotion efforts.
Calculations of benefits and costs in these studies (ex-ante and ex-post),
depend on many assumptions such as the area that could be irrigated, the
yields that could be obtained after the project is completed, the extent to
which the benefits are correlated with project implementation, etc. The
difficulties in projecting such informationare rather well-known. Therefore, depending ontheaccuracy andtherealityofunderlying assumptions,
the benefit-costevaluationsmay vary greatly andcould lead to misleading
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results. For instance, the internal rate of return calculated forthe Left Bank
system rehabilitation varied from 47.4 percent (ISTI 1985) to 17 percent
(ARTIevaluation).
Although a computer model for system operation has also been used for the
purpose of enhancing the efficiency of water scheduling and to guide the
operational decisions, itappearsthatthiswill notcompensate for inadequatedata
on extents cultivated under different offtakes and on drainage.

SUSTAINABILITY OF THE PROJECT
As in thecase of TIMP, research investigations have not been conductedafter Gal
Oyaprojectcompletion to identify the project impact andthe sustainability of the
water management activities initiated by the project. A well-designed field
research on this aspect is a critical need.

CHAPTER4

Major Irrigation Rehabilitation Project

T ~ e ~ ~ l o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~Project
R e h (MIRP)
a b i l iistfunded
a t i obynthe WorldBank
(IDA) and co-financed hy the Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA) andthe Swiss Development Corporation (SDC). Initially,the project was
plannedtoheimplementedintheperiod 1985-90,hutitwaslaterextendedtomid1992. Theoriginal projectplans covered sevenmajor irrigation systems: Kantale
(6990ha),Mom Wewa( 1,960ha),lranamadu (9,430ha). Giant'sTank (1 2,460 ha),
Rajangana(5,910ha), Nachchaduwa(5,4OOha)andHuruluwewa(4,090ha). The
totalprojectareais46,240ha. However, in threeoftheseschemes (Morawewa,
Iranamadu andGiant'sTank), rehabilitation work wasnotundertaken dueto civil
disturbances.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND COMPONENTS
Similar to other rehabilitation projects, MIRP is primarily aimed at increasing
agricultural production inthe irrigation schemes mainly through improvements
in water control and management. The specific activities of the project, as
outlined in the appraisal report, are:
1. Rehabilitation of physical irrigation systems for optimum utilization of
water.

2. Development of institutional organizations in each of the schemes.
3. Rehabilitation of roads and regularization of encroached lands.
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4. Undertaking investigations on catchment management and socioeconomic studies.
5. Strengthening agricultural support services and input supply

In four oftheschemes ofMlRP,anexpenmental areacovering about 150-200
haperscheme has beenidentifiedto serveasapilotprogramfortesting selected
technicaloptions, mainlynewtypes ofirrigation stlucturesforimprovingirrigationwatercontrolanddelivery in thescheme. Another significant component of
MIRP is to rehabilitate the lift irrigation system operating in the Rajangana
Schemeby improvingthe channel systemand providing new pump sets.

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Thedevelopment appmachadopted inMIRPinvolves: a) therehabilitationofthe
irrigation conveyance system; b) the development of the institutional organizations; and c) the improvement of crop production in the schemes through the
strengthening of input supply services.

Irrigation Development Strategy
Most of the rehabilitation work in MIRP appears to be centered on irrigation
development, more specifically, on physical improvement of the channel system
andtheheadworks. Large-scaleadoption oflinedrectangularchannelswith one
cuseccapacity was amajorinnovation planned initially in MIRP. However, the
TIMP experience showed that under many circumstances, channels with one
cusec capacity are likely to fail in delivering expected quantities of water.
Therefore, this has not been attempted in MIRP. Instead, the channels have been
designedtocany up to 2cusecs. ifall freeboard is used; lining is done only when
needed and channels are made trapezoidal in cross section. not rectangular.
The intensity of construction activity was highest in the pilot, experimental
area. Thisworkmostly involvedthe installationofnew, moderntypesofcontrol
and measurement stluctures in two pilot distributaries.
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Institutional Development Strategy
Unlike in the case of TIMP, the establishmentof farmers’ organizations has been
considered amajordevelopinentstrategy ofMIRPfrom itsinception. As astep
inthis direction, MIRPfundshavebeenusedto strengthenthelmgation Management Division (IMD) of theMinistry of Lands, Imgation and Mahaweli Development. Institutional Organizers (10s) whose task is to organize farmers into
field-channel and distributary-channel groups have beenemployed ascatalysts
to involve farmers in rehabilitation and O&Mwork. Tbeapproach ofutilizingthe
services of 1 0 s is modeled on the Gal Oya Water Management Project and was
based on the lessons learned fromTIMP as well.

Crop Improvement Strategy
The approach adopted inMIRPdiffers sharplyfroin thatofTIMP. The practices
ofdrysowing anddry tillage have beencompletely given up. However, planting
of short-duration varieties has been recommended during the dry season and
attempts to achieve crop diversification in rice lands have been pursued. The
MlRPdevelopment strategy does not emphasize the adoption ofspecific measures
for improving agricultural activity in the project area.

PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION
Planning of MIRP has been influenced to a large extent by the experiences from
TIMPandCalOya. UnlikeTIMP,mostoftheplanninganddesigningactivities
in MlRP have been undertaken on site. The imgation schedules have been
preparedtoallow discharges that permit all gateoperationsduringdaylighthours.
The installation of cross-regulators in MIRP has been a major benefit for water
controlin themaincanalsofthesystems. AlthoughTlMPreliedveryheavily on
weir boxes for measurements at distributary-channel and field-channel levels,
they were perceived by fanners as restricting flow and were, therefore,
damaged by them. Learning from this experience, MIRP has installed broadcrested weirs which are more expensive, but durable.
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In general, MIRP appears to reflect a relatively greater flexibility in preparing
and implementing its rehabilitation plans. There is evidence to suggest that the
plans have beenchanged subsequently to accommodate necessary modifications.
Howver, despite the existence of a higher degree of operational flexibility of
MIRP when compared to TIMP, the available information also suggests that
rehabilitation of most irrigation structures and canal layouts has followed a
"blueprint approach" which is based on standard norms and guidelines; once
drawn and decided, there is little room for any change.
Further,therehabilitationplansOfMIRPinthelateryears have not beenable
to benefit at all from the performance results of the "experimental" irrigation
structures installed in the pilot areas. This again shows a rigidity of the
implementational approach followed in M1RP.I

ORGANIZATION OF THE PROJECT
The executing agency of MIRP is the Irrigation Management Division (IMD) of
theMinistry ofLands andLandDevelopment. hilt all civil works areundertaken
by the Irrigation Department. The project organization is also linked to the
IntegratedManagement of Major Irrigation Systems (INMAS) Program. INMAS
is a national program designed to meet the needs of integrated management,
drawing uponthepreviousexperiencesin water management. UnderlNMAS, a
project management committee comprising aproject manager, farmer representatives and government officials from the line ministries is established at the
project level. The project manager serves as the chairperson of the project
committeeand is responsible for coordinating the tasks relating toirrigation water
management. The project management committee is supported by farmers'
organizationsatthedistributary-channeland field-channel levels. An important
component of this system of organization is theutilization of the services of the

'Recently, IIMIwas invitedto submitapropsal toevaluatetheseexperiments,butit was
too late then to obtain the full benefit of these pilot-area investments. Because of
proceduraldelays and the highcost of the study, thisactivity wassubsequentlydropped.
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Institutional Organizers (10s). whose principal function is lo assist and develop
the process ofestablishing viable farmers’ organizations. The 1 0 s are administratively supervised by the project manager.

PROJECT COSTS
The project wasestimated tocost abontUS$43.2million(1984currency). This
included US$10.2million forpriceescalationandUS$2.6millionfortaxesand
duties (Table 4).
Table 4. Cost components ojMlRP (in 1984 currency).
Cost

Item

(US$ M)

(%)

Civil works
Eqnipmentand vehicles
Mechanicalassistance
Engineeringand administration

30.2

69.9

8.4
1.7
2.9

19.5
3.9

Total projectcost

43.2

6.7
100.0-
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undertaken. Acomprehensiveevaluation ofMIRPwillrequire an analysis ofthe
actual investments made in the various project components.

DATABASE FOR MEASURING PROJECT
PERFORMANCE
Since MIRP is still an ongoing activity, relatively little information is available
on the overall performance of the project, particularly the long-run trends. Some
studies are underway to investigate particular acpects of project performance.
Themain sources ofinformation arethoseavailahlein scattereddocumentary
evidence from the Irrigation Department and other government departments,
aides-memoirpreparedbythedonoragencies,andaconsultancy reportbased on
continuousmonitoring andevaluation ofMlRP(Agriswiss 1990).
The Agriswiss report provides a great deal of useful information based on field
information and other data collected during the tirst two years of the project, from
maha 1987/88 toyala 1989. The bulkofthe findings in thisreportrelates to the
pilot areas chosen for intensive testing and improvement and, hence, may not
reflecttheoverall picture. This study is continuing and will generate furtherdata.
Another source that provides indirect information on the likely project outcome
is a report prepared specifically to evaluate the results of adopting the INMAS
approach to irrigation system development (ART1 1989).

SUSTAINABILITY OF IRRIGATION
IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES
The Agriswiss report highlights the fact that from an irrigation development
perspective, MIRP has sufferedfrom anumberofsignificaut problemsduringthe
project planning and design staged. These include:
1. Nonavailability of data required for designing canal layouts, preparing

irrigation water delivery schedules, irrigable areas, etc.
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2. Inadequate attention paid to the causes of earlier failures and deficiencies in irrigation schemes.
3. Rigid adherence to standard designs, leaving little room for adaptations
that suit specific local situations.

4. Inflexibility ofthe scheme design process that does not allow changes in
relation to actual needs in the system.

5. Very sophisticated and expensivecontrol and measuring devices installed
in the pilot area, which require higher levels of management and operational capabilities than can be expected at the farm level.

To theextenttbeseobservationsarevalid,itappears thatdespite thesubstantial efforts at rehabilitation and the operation of INMAS for a reasonably long
period, the irrigation strategy is unlikely to deliver significant improvements in
thelongtun.
Data available in the Inigation Department do not suggest encouraging
developmenttrends underlying MIRP. For instance, water consumption ofrice
in the individual irrigation schemes since the introductionof MIRP in 1985 has
continuedtoshowwidedisparitieswithinas wellashetweenseasons. In themaha
season, thewateruseforriceinRajanganaSchemein1985/86amounted10 11.6
acre-feet (ac.ft.) while that in HuruluwewaSchemeduring maha 1987/88amounted
only to5.5 ac.ft. Similarly, in the yalaseason,NachchaduwaSchemehasshown
a wateruseofabout 3.6ac.ft. in 1987whileRajanganaSchemehas shownamuch
higher level of 9.4 ac.ft. in 1988. Rajangana Scheme, in general, appears to
consume very large amounts of water even after rehabilitation. In fact, it is
reported that efforts by the project management to reduce water consumption
have been largely rejected by farmers in the case of Rajangana Scheme.
The observed pattern of highly variable water consumption by rice cultivations in different schemes in MIRP is an issue that requires deeper attention.
In fact, the reported data reflecting “’withproject situation” suggest that there
is no systematic relationshipbetween waternse, crop area andcrop yields. The
reasons for such a situation could he many, but they must be studied.
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Information contained in the Agriswiss report on the operating conditions
of the irrigation networks in MIRP also indicates many operational and other
problems in the project. In some channels, “the physical condition of the
structures is poor and hence (they) are not ensuring proper water management.”
The report indicates the existence of substantial damages to the irrigation
structures subsequent to rehabilitation. Inregard to irrigation waterdistribution,
the report pointyoutinstances in which irrigation schedules have not been prepared
orfarmers werenotawareofsuch schedules. Thefarmsurveysconductedin the
pilot areas suggest that. at the field level, the water distribution system is not as
systematic as expected. However, from this report, it is not clear whether such
problems are common in all areas of the MIRP schemes. Nevertheless, the
findingsareusefulinpointingoutsomeofthepoteutialproblemsthatmay affect
the future returns of MIRP. ,It is important torecognize these problem and provide
corrective measuresat anearly stage. Unfortunately,no seriousattemptsinthis
direction have been made so far.

AGRICULTURAL BENEFITS FROM MIRP
The performance indicators relating to agriculture in the project area during the
past few years such as cropped area, cultivation intensity, crop yield, and shift
towards high-value crops do not indicate encouraging changes. Despite high
expectations of the project to achieve higher cropping intensities, the actual
accomplishments duringthe initial five years are unsatisfactory. Similarly, data
also show that although theareacultivated in themaha season is generally stable,
the area cultivated in yala is still highly variable.
Thecrop yields in the MIRP schemestoohaveshown widevariations. Despite
theefforts made by MIRP and INMAS, rice yields in the schemesduring the period
1985-91 havenotshown sustained increases,suggestingthatthecropyieldsare
determined by many factorsoutside watermanagement. (Such a yieldstagnation
is a common feature in most irrigation schemes in Sri Lanka.)
Two important factors that determine the area cultivated and crop yields in
the MIRP schemes are the amount of water received from Mahaweli through
the feeder ciiannels, and its timeliness. Reports indicate that Mahaweli water
supplies have been highly variable and have not been sufficient to match the
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rainfall deficiencies. Thus, there is an urgent need to review the allocation of
water from Mahaweli to these systems to stabilize both yala and maha crops.
Except in afew isolated instances, cropdiversificationdoesnot seem to have
achieved much sustained success in MlRP.
Dataon agricultural productionin theindividnalschemes suggestthatitismost
unlikely that the project would make significant headway in achieving its high
production targets. The problem is partly due lo the influence of a range of
constraints outside irrigation water supply and distribution, in areas such as
marketing, generation and dissemination of research results, and institutional
performance.

PROJECT INFLUENCES ON ORGANIZATIONAL
ASPECTS
So far, the performance of MlRP has not been a subject of investigation from a
managemenVorganizationa1perspective. However, the study by ART1in 1988
(ARTI 1989),which evaluated the performance ofthe INMAS Program, including
awide rangeof irrigation systems oulsideMIRP, providessomeindirectinformalion. Thestudy specifically focuses on the project manager’s role in coordinating
activities of the line agencies operating within the irrigation systems. Findings
of this study indicate many potential problems that are likely to reduce the
efficiency of the project manager. Among the many problems highlighted, the
more important are thelack of coordination of activities by lineagencies. and the
lack of authority of the Project Manager over other officers.
According to the ART1 investigation, in some schemes, the absence of
speedy responses froni the project management to specific problems of the
farmers has led to a distancing of Ihe farmers and the project managers. The
study also indicates that lnstitutional Organizers, whose role is to act as
catalysts in the establishment of farmers’ organizations, are often constrained
in performing their expected tasks due to problems such as undue political
pressures affecting the formation of farmers’ organizations and selection of
farmer representatives, conflicts of interests between and within organizations
and by a niisperception of the farmers on their role. Thus, the experiences in
MlRP so far indicate that in the initial period of its implementation, the project
has replicated many problems and weaknesses displayed in earlier rehabilitation projects.
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FEEDBACK OF RESEARCH INFORMATION INTO
THE PROJECT
Oneof themajoraimofestablishingthe pilotareas in theMIRPimgation systems
has been to utilize these areas for experimentation with the hope of using the
experimental results for further improvements in other areas. With this end in
view, substantial efforts have been made to install structures with impmved
designs and to carry out other related activities. Similarly, monitoring the
activities in the pilot areas and the control area also has not taken place as
originally planned. The project, at the beginning, aimed atdesigningcomputeraided hydrological models for planning issues of water to the distributary
channels. The outcomeofthisexercise too has not beenencouraging. Themcdel
is operative only in Nachchaduwa Scheme, but even in this case the results
generated by the model are significantly different from actual waterdischarges.
This suggests the need to improve themodel as well as theunderlying parameters.
It appears that the Irrigation Department has not contemplated the possibility of
introducing the type of control structures in the pilot areas to other areas mainly
becauseof cost considerations.
The overall situation in the MIRP schemes with respect to the useof feedback
information, therefore, suggests that opportunities for improvements have not
been adequately used so far.

CHAPTER 5

Uda Walawe Rehabilitation Project

THeUoAWALAwEImgation Scheme, locatedin thesouthemdry zone of Sri Lanka,
wasinitiatedinthe 1960s. Thetotal commandareaoftheproject isabout 17,000
ha. The rehabilitation work was begun in 1985 with funding from the Asian
DevelopmentBank (ADB). ltisnowexpectedto becompletedin 1993. Thiswork
isbeing implementedonly intherightbank, withacommand areaofabout 12,000
ha. It is important to note that unlike the other projects reviewed here, Walawe
is managed by the Mahaweli Authority of Sri Lanka (MASL).

BASIS OF SELECTION FOR REHABILITATION AND
PROBLEMS
In the 1980s, the Uda Walawe Imgation Scheme received increasing attention
mainly because of its poor performance in realizing the original project targets.
Although arehabilitation and development project, with the assistance of ADB,
was implemented in the 197Os, the project failed to achieve its objectives.
Subsequently,in the mid-l980s, afeasibility studyforrehahilitatingthe system
undera new project wasundertaken by SOGREAH (1985).
The feasibility report identified that most irrigation-related problems in the
Uda Walawe Irrigation Scheme arise basically from excessive water use and
wastage inthehead-endblocks. Someofthespecific problems mentionedinthe
report are: inefficient on-farm water use resulting from cultivation of rice in
permeable soils, excessive conveyance losses, inequity of water distribution,
faulty design and poor control structures, and poor operation and maintenance of
the conveyance system.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVE
The primary objective of the rehabilitation project is to improve the irrigation
water we efficiency in the scheme mainly through reducing conveyance losses
and improving water control and delivery facilities.

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
The specific approaches adopted by therehahilitation project can besummarized
as follows:

1. Physical improvements in the conveyance system, including rehahilitation of structuraldefects in tbemain system and the branchcanal system.
2. Improvements in the water distsibution system through sehabilitation of
the distributary-channel and field-channel systems, including the installation of one-cusec field channels parallel to the distributary channel.
3. Improvement of O&M activities

4. Rehabilitation ofroads.
5. Improvement of domestic watersupply by providing wells.

6. Provisionofequipmentandvehicles.
The development approach adopted in the project generally reflects a heavy
emphasis on improving physical infrastructure.
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ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE DEVELOPMENT
APPROACH
The development strategy of the Uda Walawe Project appears to be based on
the principal assumption that the primary constraint affecting the farm output
in the project area is the inadequacy and ineffective use of irrigation water due
to the poor physical status of the project: once the water conveyance system
is improved, resource productivity and total output of the project would be
enhanced.
In developing the project development strategy, it is recognized that rice
cultivationwould remainas tbedominantcropinmost of the projectareain the
future. Yields of rice in theUda Walawe Prujed. particularlyin the upper reaches.
are alreadyclosetothemaximumpotential achievableundercurrentproduction
technology. Hence, no improvements in rice yields in this area are envisaged.
However,thereis scope forincreasing yieldsin thetailendofthe project areaby
improving irrigation water use efficiency.

PLANNING PROCESS AND IMPLEMENTATION
Very little informationregdingthenature of the planning processadopted in Uda
Walawe is available. However, the preparation of project development plans
reflects a strong topdown approach, with a bias towards construction and other
capital-intensive activities. The project development plans have been made
at thecenter, with little informationfrom and participationof those at the project
and field levels.
Theimplementationoftheprojecthasfallenfarbehindscheduleandit isnow
expectedtobecompleted in 1993. Thedelay isattributedtoanumber ofproblems.
most ofwhich arerelated toadministrative factorssuch aslackofsufficientstaff,
ineffective conimunication and an unsatisfactory security situation. However,
studiesconducted by IIMIindicatethat thebasic problems affecting the project
stem from management and organizational issues (IIMI 1990).
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PROJECT ORGANIZATION
The information on the organizational structure indicates that until recently
most of the major decisions regarding project operation and maintenance
activities weremadeoutside the project, in Colombo, with littleorno inputfrom
the project beneficiaries. As a result, farmers in the project have become
passive receivers of the improvement package. Furthermore, the management
style adopted in the project largely reflects a rigid pattern, with little flexibility
to change and respond to specific beneficiary needs.
However, the nature of the project organization changed substantially with
the reformulation of the project in 1990 (IIMI 1990). These changes have
facilitatedtheincorporation oftheneedsof thefarmersas well asoftheofficials
in the scheme regarding the type and nature of improvements they require.

PROJECT COSTS AND COMPONENTS
Little information on costs of the rehabilitation is available, other than the
planned expenditure. Nearly90percentof the allocatedfunds for rehabilitation
is reported to he earmarked for civil works and equipment (IIMI 1990). Since
the project implementation has been delayed substantially, project costs have
now nearly doubled.
The appraisal report prepared by SOGREAH (1985) estimated that the
rehabilitation cost would be less than US$l,ooO per haand that the internal rate
of return to the rehabilitation investment would be ahout 35 percent (Table 5).
The report, however, provides no indication as to how these estimates were
derived.
It is significant to note that activities such as training farmers, farmer leaders
and others connected with developing farmers’ organizations received virtually
no attention in the original project formulation.
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Table 5. Costcomposiridnofthe Uda WalaweRehabilitarionProject(in 1985currency).

cost

Item

(US$'OOo)

Irrigationsystemimprovement
Road rehabilitation
Domestic water supply
Equipment and vehicles
Adaptive research
Consultancy services and training
administration (CECB)
Service chargeand others
To(al
lurce:

Project appraisal repon prepared by SOGRE

[

14,669
612
709
850
86
1,472
3,314
374

66.4
2.8
3.2
3.8
0.4

22,086

100.0

6.6
15.1
1.7

1985.

LIKELY IMPACT OF THE PROJECT
Since the project is currently being implemented and considerable work is still
to be done, it is rather premature to draw conclusions on the possible project
outcomes, Furthermore, studies on the project performance are limited. The
studies conducted by IIMIcomprise a significant contribution in thisregard. IIMI
investigationsareofalong-termnature, andmaselhas heencompleted. Phase
I1 ofthe IIMI studies is currently underway. IIMI studies are basedon detaileddata
collectedatthe farmand systemlevels over aperiodof fourcultivation seasons
extendingfrom 1987 to 1989. Information hasheengatheredfromsamplestudy
sites in the project area. Results of these studies provide valuable insights
regarding the likely impact of the project. It is significant to note that the project
was reformulated on the basis of the recommendations emerging from the IIMI
studies.
An assessment of the overall performance of the rehabilitation project
suggests that due to many problems, the project has so far shown little success.
The project implementation has run into major delays and cost overruns. One
of the major problems that has led to this unsatisfactory outcome is that the
project, in general, bas been conceived mainly as a construction-oriented
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investment,with littleornoefforttodiagnoseactual problemsfaced by fanners
and prescribe solutions to them.
A majorrecommendationemergingfromthelIM1studies isthat ifthe project
is to show successfulresults,theprojectdesignand formulation should undergo
drastic changes. TheIIMI studiespointoutthatheavyemphasishas been placed
on constmction activity, but the project implementors have not given much
attention to fanners' organizations,training, research, and feedback mechanisms.
lnorderto remedy these complexproblems, many suggestions havebeen made.
Amongthem, themost significant,istheintmductionofaparticipatoryapproach
to irrigation water management that would emphasize fanner needs and aspirations. It has also been suggestedthat theexisting, centrally controlled systemof
project management needs to be replaced with a new system in which officials
in the project are given autonomy to take decisions in close consultation with
fanners.
As a preliminary step to increasing fanner involvement in system management, the IIMI studiessuggest that it would be necessary to repair the main canals
and the distributary channels as early as possible. The rationale for this is that
unless areasonably goodmaincanal andbranchcanalconveyancesystem is first
established, it is difficult to seek farmer participationforundenaking O&M of the
system.
The overall strategy proposed in the IlMI studies consists of three main
approachesinvolving institutional,irrigation and agricultural development. The
institutionaldevelopmentactivityprovides anew dimension to the development
strategiesfollowed so far in Uda Walawe. Far-reachingrecommendationshave
been suggestedtoachieve greater farmer participationin system management and
operation. Theirrigationdevelopmentstrategy involvesrepairs to theconveyance
system which is now in a dilapidated situation. As a means of seeking farmer
cooperation, it is suggestedthatthereshouldbeaconce~~effontoutilizetheir
labor to do essential repairs to field channels prior to formal rehabilitation.
The agriculturaldevelopmentstrategy involves a move towards crop diversification in areas where water availability is inadequate for rice. In view of the
favorable agro-climatic features, Uda Walawe Scheme has a distinct comparative advantagefor ricecultivation. Therefore,thechoiceofalternativecropsthat
could begrownin the project areais limitedand the lIMI studiessuggestthatrice
production at the head end of the system should not be reduced in the short-to

medium-termbypressureonthefarmersbutthatfarmersatthetailendshouldhe
encouraged to diversify.
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MASLhasheen irnplementingsomeoftherecommendalionsprposedhyIIMI.
UnderthesecondphaseoftheIIMI studies,lIMI isassistingprojectofficialsand
farmers to test and implement some management innovations. It is too early to
judge the outconieof theseefforts.

CHAPTER6

Irrigation Systems Management Project

Scheme

Area (ha)
26.3 16
12.955
9,716
3,036
8,927
12,955
2,632

Gal Oya: Left Bank
Right Bank
Pardkrama Samudra
Girilale
Minncriya
Kaudulla
Ridi Bendi Ela
Tofal

76,537

Source:USAID 1986.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Inadditiontotherehabilitationoftheaboveschenies,theproject,
in hroaderternis,
aims at developing the national institutional capacity to inanage and operate
major irrigation systems and to establish strong farmers’ organizations that are
capable of catering to the demands in the irrigation sector.

PLANNING AND ASSUMPTIONS
ISMPis basedon theconcepts oftheGal Oya Water Management Project and the
lessons learned from it. Thus, as in the case of Gal Oya, a high degree of
management orientation is a key feature in the ISMP plans.
The project activities are mohili7,ed mostly through the INMAS (Integrated
ManagementforMajorInigation Schemes)Program, launched i n I984 to provide
a solution for the low productivity in major agricultural settlements outside the
Mahaweli System.
An implicit assumption underlying the project design appears to be that the
relatively low productivity in the irrigation schemes is mainly due to institutional
and managerial problems, particularly the lack iif~arinerparticipationand other
“software” problems affecting the irrigation settlement schemes.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION
Basically, theproject isorganized hractivitiesattwo levels,nationalandlocal.
At the national level, the organization is designed to improve institutional
capacity and, thus, the financial management in irrigation systems and also to
upgrade such water-management-related activities such as training, research,
evaluation and monitoring. At the local level, the project is mainly engaged in
improviugselectedschemes that can beused to test new approaches toimproving
water management activities.
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The development strategies of ISMP are implemented in the irrigation
schemes through the Project Management Comiuittee (PMC) system. This
system iscomposedof aproject manager, farmer representatives and officialsin
theline agencies serving the direct and indirect agricultural needs of thescheme.
At the local level, farmers’ organizations are utilized to mobilize farmer
participation in operation and maintenance activities. The PMC, therefore, i s
expectedto represent fannerinterests, with the responsibility ofensunngoverall
supervision. This design of the organizational structure is based on the experiences gained from previous rehabilitation projects, particularly, the Gal Qya
Project.
Theprojectmanager’smain task is tocoordinate activities at thescheme level.
Institutional Organizers(IOs), functioningunderthebroadsupervision ofproject
managers, have been appointed at the scheme level. The 1 0 s are, basically,
expectedto play the roleof catalysts in mobilizing farmer participation forO&M
activities. The project managers as well as 10s are provided with intensivejohoriented training on a wide range ofactivities.

PROJECT COMPONENTS AND COSTS
ISMP consistF of six majorcomponents:
I. Establishment and strengthening of farmers’ organizations.

2. Improvement of operation and maintenance of irrigation systems

3. Enhancing financial managementcapahilitiesof fannersandothers who
are dealing with O&M fees and other sources of funds.
4. Monitoring and evaluation of project activities and feedback.
5. Enhancing training capacity

6. Appliedresearchintotheworkingoftheprnjectwithaviewtoproviding
feedbackinformation and improved guidelines.
Project costing for rehabilitation was based on two majorconcepts: Essential
Structural Iniprovement(ES1)and Pragniatic Rehabilitation. These two concepts
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are defined as two methods of improving an existing irrigation system to an
acceptable functional level using cost-effective and economic methods. The
project paper explains that the difference between the two approaches relates to
the financialinputinto the improvement. For instance, in ESI, theO&M staffare
utilized throughout, whereas Pragmatic Rehabilitation involves temporary design and construction staff tocarry out rehabilitation works.
The project, estimated to cost about US$28.3 million in 1985 currency, is
funded hy USAID (USAID 1986). The funds include a foreignconhihutionofUS$
18.6 miIlion(66%)consistingofa grant ofUS$6.9millionand aloanofUS$11.7
million, Thelocalcontributionisestimated atUS$9.7 million(34%). Asummary
of the project-cost composition is given in Tahle7.
Table 7. Cosf composition of ISMP (in1985 currency).

C

Item

(US$'rn)

Technical assistance
Commodities
Training
Facilities (constmction)
Rehabilitation(construction)
Researchlstudies
GSLpenonnel
GSLpersonnel(I0s)
Evaluation
Total

4,590
4,865
1,140
330
11,830
540
4,490
380

16.2
17.2
4.0
1.2
41.8
1.9

15.9

135

1.3
0.5

28,300

100.0

Source: USAID 1986.

According totheoriginal projectplansprepared in 1984185,lheestimatedcost
of system rehabilitation w% around Rs4,446/haforEssentid Structural Improvements (ESI) and Rs6,175/ha for Pragmatic Rehabilitation, which values are
equivalent to US$l7O/ha and US$237/ha, respectively, at the exchange rates
prevailingin 1985(USAID 1986).
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LIKELY OUTCOME OF THE PROJECT
Comparedtotheotherprojects,lSMPhasbeeninoperationforarelatively short
periodandlessinformationisavailableon its overall performance. However, from
the information generated so far, it is clear that ISMP has played a largely
complementary role to most other rehabilitation activities.
Because of its wide-ranging objectives, focused on a management orientation,
acomprehensiveevaluationof the performance andoutput of ISMP is acomplex
task. Theproject ismainly aimedat strengtheningandexpandingthe farm-level
andsystem-level institutions in the irrigation systems concerned. Hence, one of
the possible approaches to evaluating the likely outcome ofthe project and its
sustainahility may relate to these institutions. Unfortunately, not much research
into this issue has been undertaken so far.
Much of the existing literature pertaining to ISMP inpuuoutput activity is
related to institutional development. Information on other aspects such as
agricultural, irrigation, income and employment consequences of the project is
not available, except for a review of existing datacompleted recently (AICS 1% 1 ).
Auseful sourceof information regarding theperformanceoflSMPin its early
stagesisthemid-termreview (ISPAN 1990a). Themaingoalofthis reportwas
toreviewtheprogressmadesince 1987, identify challengesandopportunitiesfor
the remainder of the project period and to highlight the more crilical needs to be
addressed. As an integral part of the evaluation. a review workshop was also
conducted to assist the participating agencies in forward planning to implement
the remainderofthe project moreeffectively (ISPAN 1990b). The more important
issues reviewed in this evaluation report are centered on a number of issues:
overall policy implications of ISMP, farmers' organizations, training enhancement, operation and maintenance, financial management, research, monitoring,
evaluation and feedback.
In assessing project progress, the mid-term evaluation has placed a special
emphasis on the institutional development and sustainability aspects of the
project. Theevaluationhas ConcludedthatlSMP is auseful learning experiment
with considerable potential impact on the future of irrigation systems management inSri Lanka. The report states that ISMPhas been instrumental increating
a clear recognition among officials that farmers must play a substantial role in
irrigation system development and management. The evaluation concludes that
ISMPhasbeeninstnuuenIalalinstrengtheninggovemmentconimitmenttoincreasingfarmerparticipationindecisionmakingandplanning, in integrating technical
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and institutional development and in institutionalizing participatory management.
Two more sources of information that throw useful indirect insights into the
institutional development aspects of ISMPare a study report prepared by TEAMS
(1990)onlSMPandareportpreparedbyARTI(1989)onINMAS.
TheTEAMS report specifically focuses on the performanceof the institutional
aspects of four of the ISMP schemes in Polounaruwa District: Parakrama
Samudra, Giritale, MinneriyaandKaudulla. Becauseofthe apparent superiority
of the institutional strength of the farmers’ organizations in Ridi Bendi Ela
Scheme, the study also places a special emphasis on investigating the actual
performanceofthisscheme toidentify any lessons that could beleamt. Thereport
covers a wide range of issues relating to the establishment and functioning of
fanners’ organizations in the schemes studied, using descriptive information. The
study notes awidevariabilityoftheefficiencyoffunctioningoftheseinstitutions
in the schemes.
The ARTIstudy, mentionedearlierinChapter4onMIRP,on theotherhand,
is not specifically designed to focus only on the schemes covered by ISMP. The
study is basedon datafrom4 1irrigation schemes in the INMAS Program including
threeoftheISMPinigation schemes: Parakrama Samudra, Kaudulla, Ridi Bendi
Ela(ARTIl989). Thestudy wasconductedatanearlystageofISMPand, hence,
suffersthedisadvantageofpartialcoverageofthe project activities. Despitesuch
broad limitations, the findings of this study provide critical insights that would
alsoshedsome lightinto thefunctiouingoflocalinstitutions inthelSMPschemes.
The ARTI study highlights many potential problem that may weaken the
projectmanagementsystem. Theseincludeproblemssuchasthe lackof authority
of the project manager over officers in other line agencies and lack of cooperation
from officials in the line agencies.
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AGRICULTURAL IMPLICATIONS OF ISMP
As inmostother rehabilitation programmes,only afewattemptshavebeen made
to conduct investigations designed to analyze and establish the performance of
ISMP in relation to agricultural production and related issues. Some attempts

have beenmadeinthisregardrecently(A1CS 1991).
The AICS reporl is basically a literaturesurvey basedon arangeofsecondary
data sources such as the Departments of Agriculture, Census and Statistics, and
Irrigation, a,.well as some published documents concerning the ISMP schemes
in Polonnaruwa. The study attempts to synthesize the large volume of data
availableon crop yields, areacultivated and other related information in various
institutionsseason by season withaview toevaluatingtheperformanceofISMP
schemes in Polonnaruwa. Thereporthighlights that agricultural productivity has
stagnated in the schemes concerned. The study notes that there are substantial
differences in productivity between and within schemes. Although it would be
useful toexaminethe sourcesofsuchvariability and theresulting fanner welfare
implications, no attempts have been made so fartoundeltake such investigations.

OUTPUT OF ISMP-SPONSORED RESEARCH
From an overall perspective, it appears that one of the more useful outcomes of
ISMP relates to the generation of research interest in the irrigation sector. The
initiative has already led lo the completion of a number of research investigations
of local interest on areas such as low-cost rehabilitation, flow measurements,
O&M costs and institutionbuilding. Theresearch activities sponsoredby ISMP
aremobilizedthmnghtheProjectResearchAdvisory Committee. Although much
work has to bedonein the fieldofresearchonirrigation system rehabilitationand
improvement, the impetusalready giventothisactivityhy ISMPiscommendable.

PART 3

CHAPTER7

Experiences and Lessons Learned

THE IMPLEMENTATION 01’a number of irrigation rehabilitation projects since the
1970s has generatedavarietyofpolicy-relevant experiences andlessonsonawide
range of issues. The identification of such lessons is, therefore, a crucial step in
avoiding arecurrence of past mistakes and also in protecting future investments
in irrigation rehabilitation. Themore significant experiences gainedandlessons
learned are highlighted in this chapter. The discussion is structured under the
following themes:

1. Needforpursuinglow-costrehabilitationoptions
2. Management orientation as an effective means of improving viabiity of
irrigation rehabilitation projects.

3. Role of participatory approach for achieving project success.
4. Farmers’ organizations (FOs) which form an indispensable means of
mobilizing farmer participation and local resources for irrigationrehabilitation.

5. Significance of non-water factors in determining the overall success of
irrigation systems.
6. Need for securing a reliable information base prior to designing the
rehabilitation project.

7. Need to incorporate farmers’ knowledge andexperiences

8. Critical role played by new agricultural and irrigation technologies in
improving irrigation system petforrnance.
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NEED FOX SEEKING LOW-COST REHABILITATION
OFTIONS
As demonstrated in this literature survey, research investigations specifically
aimed at analyzing costs of rehabilitation projects are lacking in Sri Lanka.
However, from the scattered evidence available on this issue, it is clear that the
cost intensity of various rehabilitation projects has varied widely, depending on
the strategies adopted.
From the available data, it is clear that in schemes where the capital intensity
ofrehabilitation isextremely high,the high cost may even threaten theeconomic
viability of the project (see also Aluvihare and Kikuchi 199I).
From the point of view of marginal benefits that would accme to the investments in rehabilitationprojects, the past performance record provides interesting
but not encouraging lessons. In general, the evidence available so far seems to
supportthe view that the output effects ofrehabilitation, in terms of enhancedcrop
yields, increasedcropping intensity and the shift towards crop diversification have
been rather poor. There is no definite information, as yet, lo test the hypothesis
thatirrigation rehahilitationhasled tosignificant increasesin lotalcropproduction.
From the available information, it may be surmised that returns to investments
in irrigation system rehabilitation were obtained through the prevention of
potential reduction in cultivated area, crop yields and production which would
haveoccurredifrehabilitationhadnotbeencamiedout.It ismostlikely thatthe
rehabilitation investments would also have brought about greater stability and
equity to agricultural production within the scheme. Unfortunately, even in this
instance, there is no evidence to arrive at a firmconclusion

NEED FOX MANAGEMENT ORIENTATION TO
REHABILITATION PROJECTS
IntheearlyperiodofimgationsectordevelopmentinSriLanka,thatis,priorto
the 1970s,rehabilitationworkwasconceived only in ternis ofphysicalconstruction. However,itisnow firmly establishedthatnianagement is an indispensable
ingredient for achieving higherefficiency and sustainability of irrigation system
rehabilitation.

EXPERIENCES AND LESSONS LEARNED
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Availableinfortnation, in general, suggests that physical improvements ofan
irrigation system alone are unlikely to generate high rates of return, unless
complemented with a strong management component. For instance, it has been
shownthat in thecaseof theGal Oyalmgation WaterManagementProject, where
managenlent improvement was given emphasis, the rate of return to investment
has been remarkably high, almost equal to that of new irrigation investment
projects initiated in the 1950s (Table 8). Results given in Table 8 show that the
twomajorrehabilitation projects, Gal Oyaand TIMP, showratesofreturnshigher
thanthose fornew construction. These data alsoshow that inwater management
projects such as Kimbulwana Oya and Pimburattewa, with modestconsvuction
investments, the returns could be substantially high.
Tubk 8. Rates ofrerum on irrigation invesmtents in rhe 1980s, by rype nfinvesrment,
basedon 1986price esfimares.

Type of investment

Internal rate of
return (75)

B,C ratio
I

I. New Construction’ Projects ’

0.8

9

1.1
2.3

24

13.4

83

7.4
0.4

77
6

11. Major Rehabilitalion Projects

TIMPb
Gal Qya

11

111. Water Management Projects

Kimbulwana Oya
Pimburattewa
Nagadeepa
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Although it is unwise to generalize on the basis of these results alone, the
findings, in general, suggest that in terms of maximizing returns to investment,
there is much scope for pursuing alternative strategies of irrigation system
rehabilitation. From the evidence so far gathered, it appears reasonable to
conclude that minor physical improvements accompanied by water management
and institution building activities are most likely to lead to high rates of return
on investnients in irrigation rehabilitation projects; but a strong emphasis on
highly capital-intensive construction along with less emphasis on management
improvementsis likely toresultinpooreconomicratesofreturnontheinvestment.

ROLE OF PARTICIPATORY APPROACH IN
IRRIGATION REHABILITATION
Since the late 1970s, the thrust of irrigation rehabilitation hasundergone amajor
transformation in terms of the relativeemphasis placed on farmerpanicipation.
Previously, the taskofrehabilitating irrigation systems was generally perceived
as atasksolely involvingengiueers and government administrative actions. This
process essentially reflected a top-down approach, in which the beneficiaries
were considered as passive receivers of rehabilitation benefits. Under such
situations the system management staff and policymakers did not recognize the
possibilitythatfarmerscouldplay ausefulrolein managingtheirown irrigation
systems.
Lessons from all rehabilitation exercises so far undertaken have clearly shown
that effective user participation is a fundamental component in determining the
successorfailureoftheprojects.Experiences haverepeatedly provedthat farmer
participation is feasible and is advantageous whenever applied.
Aspects of the dynamics of involving farmers in system rehabilitation and
O&M work are yet to be understood. It appears that a participatory model
successfully adopted in one location cannot be easily replicated elsewhere in the
same fashion, with the same degree of success.
The review reflects that the development strategies adopted on past rehahilitation projects havebeenhasedon twomajortypesofrehabilitationmodels.One
is represented by TIMPand Uda Walawe (rehabilitation projects), with a heavy
bias towards construction-oriented solutions for improving the waterconveyance
anddistribution problems (hardware approach). The secondtype is represented
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by Gal Oyaand ISMP, illustrating aheavy emphasis placed onuserparticipation
and management-intensive activity (software approach).
The results of rehabilitation projects also suggest that there are significant
trade-offs betweenthe hardwareapproach and software approach. The adoption
of a single approach alone is unlikely to generate an adequate response.
The hardwareapproach, in general, is morecapital-intensive, involvestheuse
of relatively more sophisticated management systems than are usually found at
the farmer level, demands a greater degree of central control, and is less
economically viable. This type of system tends to fail more easily under
conditionsoflow water availability as was seen inTIMP, as well as, apparently,
under conditions of high water availability, as is seen in Walawe.
The software approach, however, appears to be potentially more profitable and
sustainable in the long run. It is usually less capital-intensive and more
management-intensive. This system does not require high levels of managerial
skills to operate. A major advantage in this approach is that the system is more
flexible and more efficient even under low water availability situations.
However, it appears that some form of initial physical rehabilitation is a
prerequisite for mobilization and to sustenance of farmer participation, particularly,whentheconveyancesystemisinanadvancedstateofdeterioration.Under
suchsituations,itmay be necessary to providesome improvementtothe physical
conditionofthesystemmainly tostimulate farmer participation. Experiencealso
suggests that achieving a high degree of success in promoting farmer participation
is a difficult and time-consuming challenge, but with potentially high payoffs.
Another major lesson in this regard is that the involvement of farmers in the
rehabilitationprocess should besoughtfrom thevery inception. i.e., fromthetime
of identification of the project. Numerous instances in which the arrangements
to seek fanner involvement at later stages of project development have miserably
failed. are seen in the literature. Implementation of a rigid plan prepared at the
centerwithlittle involvement at the locallevelhas, usually, led tononacceptance
by fanners.
These lessons imply that for better returns from rehabilitation. high priority
should be given to institution development, both at the farm level and at the project
level. Necessaty staffand financial supportmustbe provided forongoingtraining
and technical assistance and for closely monitoring the institutions that are
created.
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FARMERS’ ORGANIZATIONS AS A VEHICLE FOR
MOBILIZING FARMER PARTICIPATION
Effectiveutilization ofphysical improvements can onlybe madein rehabilitation
projectswith strong, farmer-centered institutions. Lessons learnedso far indicate
that the development of sustainable farmers’ organizations (FOs) should basically
follow a bottom-up approach. There is evidence to suggest that the viability of
FOs is dependent on many factors. It is wggested that FOs built around
hydrological boundaries are more stable. In larger schemes, a hierarchy of
federationsofFOs would beneeded. Provisionof appropriate training forfarmers
and others who are involved in organizing fanners and the establishment ofaproper
legal environment for them to operate are also indicated as vital factors.
Past experiences clearly suggest that the employment of specially trained
catalyst agents, i.e., Institutional Organizers (IOs), is a useful approach to
developing FOs. With some changes andadaptations, the approach ofemploying
catalysts as in Gal Oya has been replicated elsewhere on a broader scale. This
approach hasalsobeeu identifiedasastrategyintheproposedNationalImgation
Rehabilitation Project (NIRP).
However, experiencesinGal OyaalsosuggesttherecruitingofIOswithhigh
educational qualifications fromoutside areas leads tomajor difficulties in regard
to the sustainability of their services. Despite intensive training given to them
at highcost, there was arapid turnover of 1 0 s in the Gal Oyaproject. Therefore,
it is now recognized that the 1 0 s shouldbe recruited within the areaitself and that
graduates are not essential to play the role of catalysts. Similarly, it seems to be
generally accepted thatthepermanencyofemploymentofferedtotheIOscould
eventually lead to many problems. In particular, it may lead to a dependency
syndrome of the farmers. Mainly because of this, it has been generally accepted
that 1 0 s should be appointed on a temporary basis.

INFLUENCE OF NON-WATER FACTORS ON
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
This review has suggested that an implicit assumption underlying thedesign and
implementationofmost irrigation rehabilitation works is that irrigation water is
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the important factor that limits agricultural productionexpansion in the dry zone.
Although this assumption may be valid for some irrigation schemes, it does not
hold true equally for all irrigation schemes.
Ingeneral, thereisalargebodyofevidencesuggestingtheneedtorecognize
thatfocusingon improvement ofimgalion water management activities aloneis
unlikely to provide large benefits on a sustained basis. A narrow development
focus, aimed solely on irrigation water management and distribution would not
deliver expectations in the long Tun.
Numerous studies on the performance of irrigation settlement schemes show
that the level of production in irrigation systems is influenced by a range of
variables, including those within as well as outside the farm and biological,
economical, social and institutional factors. Some of the more important nonwater factors that frequently surface in irrigation and related literature are the
nonavailability of alternative agricultural production technologies, poor information dissemination, and weak credit, marketing and extension facilities.
The lack of suitable agricultural technology relating to crop varieties, cultivationmethods, harvesting and processing methodologies is amajorbottleneck
inimproving irrigation systems. The first attempttorecognize the usefulness of
harnessing agricultural technology to increase land use intensity and crop
production in an irrigation system was seen in the case ofTIMP. Since then. no
significant attempt has been made to improve agricultural technologies.
In many irrigation schemes, the development of the agricultural system is
constrained by factorsoutsidethecontrolofthescheme. Someoftheseexternal
factors are inappropriatetrade andimportpolicies. poorpricingmechanisms and
producerinc.entives, weak extension, and weak adaptiveresearch programs.
Theliterature survey also shows that inmany imgation systems,problemssuch
as land fragmentation, absentee landownership and tenancy agreements are
leading to inefficient resources management and low productivity. In most
rehabilitated projects, these problems, though significant, are hidden. Such
hidden tenancy agreements appear to have led to major transfers of land operational rightsin mostolderimgationsystems.Such problemsmay havesignificant
implications for effective management of irrigation water at the systemlevel, as
well as for the viability of the fanners’ organizations.
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NEED FOR ADEQUATE INFORMATION PRIOR TO
REHABILITATION
Most failures of rehabilitation projects can be traced to poor information or its
nonavailability on actual operations and problems of the system.
Inforniation gathered in this study shows that the designs of rehabilitation
programs in Sri Lankaareoften based on relatively narrow setsofdataregarding
the actual field problems in the schemes. Insufficient attention giventothisaspect
has resulted in a mis-diagnosisof the problems affecting the agricultural systems
in the irrigation schemes and their beneficiaries. A major means of correcting
problems resulting from unrealistic data and assumptions made during the
planning and design phase is to use a properly designed and executed mid-tern
evaluation. This approach enables the project planners to adopt appropriate midcourse corrections andtoredirect arehabilitation effort beforethe projectworks
areover. Theusefulnessofthis strategy has beenclearly demonstrated,particulady in Gal Oya and Walawe projects.
The need to appreciate the existing patterns of water allocation and distribution
and their organizational basis has been shown in many rehahilitation projects.
Often the strengthof the systems lies in an established pattern of water distribution, with strong norms and rules dictating the behavior of water users. A
superficial investigation may suggestthe systems arewastingwaterandfanners
are appropriating water at their will, when the actual situation is not so.

NEED TO INCORPORATE FARMERS’ KNOWLEDGE
AND EXPERIENCES
The studies also show that there is a critical need to incorporate farmers’
knowledge and experiences in designing new rehabilitation schemes. Farmers,
by virtue of their long association with fanning, have accumulated a wealth of
practical knowledge. This kuowledgeis avital resourceforidentifying specific
improvement strategies. Provision of new agricultural production techniques to
famersalso needsto beanintegral partof aproject. Thesenew techniques need
to beadaptable to the specificclimaticand otherproductionconditions in thearea.
Farmers, particularly in areas associated with a high risk of crop losses, have
adjusted their farming systems and resource use patterns to suit their environ-
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ments. Thus, unless their living environment is properly studied from a long-term
perspective. it is difficult to ascertain the critical problems faciad by them.

NEED TO INTRODUCE IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL
AND IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGIES
There is ample evidence to suggest that the long-run solution to increasing
production and productivity lies in introducing new technologie:s. The study by
Aluvihareand Kikuchi(l99l)states that"Returnstoinvestmen1o'nnewirrigation
schemes were high initially and sustained throughout in the sub:iequent periods
by seedlfertilizerrevolutionsintroducedin the 1960s. Without such technological
change, the economic potentials of many of the irrigation schemes would have
been exhausted."
Inthecaseofagriculture, there is aneed for pursuing alternativetechnologies
of crop production under irrigation and to move away from the traditional system
of double cropping of rice under gravity flow irrigation method. Technological
improvements such as newtypesofcrops. and new geneticvarieties ofcrops, new
and less-costly methods of crop cultivation, etc., in the agricultural production
sector cannot be introduced overnight, but require long-term ad;aptiveresearch.
The information gathered from the various irrigation projects suggests that
standard approaches to designing irrigation projects may not be appropriate for
some rehabilitation projects. Therefore, innovative engineering methods for
rehabilitation are required. Until recently, it appears that most of the rehabilitationprojectstendedtofollowtraditionaldesigns.
What is neededis toundertake
research studies on alternative designs and engineering methods. This would
provide a strong database that would allowa choiceamong the possibleoptions.
Currently, such research activities are hardly undertaken. Even in the limited
instances wheresuch informationisavailable,notmuchefforthas beenmade to
bring them into wider circulation, perhaps because of a lack of mitable mechanisms to do so.
It also appeam that due tolack of site-specific engineeringancl other technical
information, mostofthesystemsaredesignedonthebaFisofparametersthatmay
not be relevant for the given situations. Frequently, irrigation d'esign engineers
seem to be facing a lack of basic information regarding actual field situations.
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Under such circumstances better data availability could improve design activities.
Whenever localdataavailability isaniajorconstraint, farmerinvolvementin
the design process through appropriate mechanisms is likely to improve the
quality ofrehabilitation work.Fanners, throughtheir experiences gained by living
in the area for longperiods, could contrihutea lot tothe design process. The use
of such a design approach can also lead to fanners taking greater responsibility
for system O&M after rehabilitation.

CHAF'I'ER 8

Research Issues for Further Investigations

THEREvlEw OFirrigation rehabilitationprojectspresentedinthepreviouschapters
clearly illustrates that, although in thepasttwodecadesSriLankahas witnessed
a rapid growth in irrigation rehabilitation investments, its research activities
relating to irrigation sectordevelopment havenot shown asignificantexpansion.
Mainly because of this lag in research activity, much of the crucial information
needed for planning and implementing irrigation rehabilitation projects is currently not available to the decision makers. The paucity of research data is a
fundamental problem affecting the efficiency of the irrigation rehabilitation
investments. The major areas of information deficiency and oiutlines of the key
issues that require greater research attention are highlighted in this chapter.

KEY FEATURES OF PAST RESEARCH
INVESTIGATIONS ON IRRIGATION
REHABILITATION
Declining Research Intensity in Recent Years
In Sri Lanka, research initiatives focused on irrigation rehabilitation projects
emerged only in the 1970s and such efforts mainly coincided with studies
conducted on theTank Irrigation Modernization Project (TIMP). In the later years,
the number of studiesconducted on irrigation system whabilitation showed arapid
growthandreachedapeakin themid-1980s. Sincethen,thevolumeofresearch
investigations on irrigation rehabilitation projects has shown a distinct decline.
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These changes in the intensity of research in the irrigation sector are largely
determined bytheaniountofforeignfundschanneled forrehabilitation works. The
public sectororganizationsandtheuniversitiesthat are generally engaged in this
type of research do not have adequate financial resourcesof their own for research
work in irrigation sector development. The surge of research activity from the
early 1980s to the mid- 1980s is primarily a result of the heavy emphasis placed
on research by the Gal Oya Water Management Project.

Discontinuity of Past Research Efforts
This literature survey suggests that, in the past, interest in conducting research
investigations in irrigation rehabilitation activities has been sustained only for
the durationofproject implementation. When the project implementation period
was over, the research programs were discontinued abruptly.
This tendency to abandon research activities is particularly notablein projects
which have failed to achieve their initial goals. In such circumstances, followup research to une&h the reasons for failure is not conducted. Neveltheless,
farmers are simply blamed for project failures hecauss of their noncompliance
with recommendations made by the project.
In general. the sharp withdrawal of research efforts at the end of project
implementationisduetolackoffinancialprovisionstosustainresearchactivity.
Thediscontinuationofresearch programsat the end ofthe project implementation
period is a major deficiency in Sri Lanka’s irrigation sector. This, in particular,
creates difficulties for evaluating project influences on the beneficiaries and for
understanding the long-term sustainability of project results.

Focus on Major Irrigation Schemes in the Dry Zone
Examination of the literature on irrigation rehabilitation projects suggests that
thebulkoftheresearchinformationcurrentlyavailablehasbeen generated largely
from studies on a few larger irrigation system in the dry zone. Research studies
on the rehabilitation of minor irrigation schemes are relatively rare and the few
that areavailablerelatetothoseschemeslocatedin the dry zone. Although minor
irrigationworks(anicutschemes)occupy apredominantposition inrain-fedwet
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zone agrkulture, hardly any attempt has been made so far to conduct research
studies on the rehabilitation of these schemes.
A major implication ofthis characteristic of thecurrent research information
base is that most of the existing knowledge on irrigation system improvement in
Sri Lankais built on arelatively narrow set of circumstances, i.e:.. large irrigation
settlement schemes in the dry zone. Such information cannot be effectively
applied to other types of schemes elsewhere. Hence, there is a strong need to
broaden the research base in future study pmgrams.

Qualitative Nature of the Information Base
A significantfeatureasociatedwith theresearch methodologies adopted in much
of the past work on irrigation rehabilitation in Sri Lanka is &at, too often. the
studies are designed to provide qualitative descriptions, with little or no emphasis
on analytical aspects. Furthermore, in many investigations on rehabilitation of
irrigation schemes, the analytical approach adopted does not reflect a
multidisciplinary orientation, and this appears to be a major methodological
deficiency.

Lack of Emphasis ottTechnical Research
An overall assessment of the available research material in the area of irrigation
rehabilitation shows that almost all research studies conducted in the past are
socioeconomic investigations. Studies on technical, engineering and hydrological field problems in the irrigation sector are virtually nonexistent in Sri Lanka.
Some initiatives to conduct technical research on irrigation and hydrology
issues have been made in the past in some rehabilitation projects. As was seen
in the earliercasestudies, many attempts madetoconduct suchtechnical research
have proven to be failures. In some instances, this failure appears to be mainly
due tolackof relevanceoftheresearch program to theactual field problems. In
some other instances, experiments are carefully designed and executed, but
unfortunately, there has been no follow-up work to analyze thi: data.
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The inadequacy or lack of emphasis placedonconductingtechnically oriented
research-despite the existence oCastrong ImgalionDepartment-is amajor
weakness in developing the irrigation sector of Sri Lanka.

Major Areas of Research Requiring Attention
The more important research areas that need attention are structured under the
following ninebroad themes:
1. Assessment of rehabilitation needs in the irrigation sector.

2 Project impact evaluation studies with emphasis on irrigation, agricultural, employment and income consequences.

3. Investigationsonsustainabilityaspectsofpastandongoingrehabilitation
projects.
4. Studiesondeveloping institutional capacities in irrigation systems with

a view to learning from the past and introducing viable institutions.
5. Research programsleadingtothegenerationofappropriatenewtechnolo-

gies in agriculture and irrigation.
6. lnvestigationsoncostsandcost-effectivenessofrehabil~tat~unand0&M
operations.

I. Studieson irrigationcostrecovery,anduseanddisbursementoffunds.
8. Investigations on specific problems affecting irrigation system performance.
9. Transferability and communication of lessons learned.
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Assessment of RehabilitationNeeds in the Irrigation Sector
Currently, there is a heavy demand for public funds at central as well as at
provincial levels for rehabilitating irrigation systems. In recenl years, particularly after the estahlishnient ofthe provincial councils, the pressure for channeling
funds for rehabilitation works in the provinces has increased mamyfold.
Given the limited financial andotherresources available forrehabilitating the
country’s irrigation schemes, it is crucial to identify and prioritize the specific
rehabilitation requirements of the country. Such information is currently not
available either at the district level or at the provincial level.
Some of the research issues that require investigation are:

*

Should a system in a particular location be given priority attention over
another irrigation system in a different location?

*
*

What would be the relevant criteria to determine priorities?

*
*

What level of investment is needed to rehabilitate a syslem?

At what stage should an irrigation system be rehabilitated?

Can the O&M funds cover the usual system rehabilitatioii needs, particularly, if a “sustained renewal” approach is adopted?

A possible research approach that may be adopted in this regard would be to
establish a set of criteria that would lielp lo identify and prioritize the rehabilitation needs of the imgation sector. Among the important issues that may be
considered are theavailability of funds, cost intensity of rehabil.ilation,distribution benefits tobegainedfromrehabilitation,andfarmers’willingness toprovide
their own resources for rehabilitation.
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Impact Assessment Studies with Emphasis on Irrigation,
Agriculture, Employment and Income Consequences
Sofar,inSriLanka,noseriousattempthasbeenmadetoidentifytheactualimpact
of irrigation rehabilitation projects. As mentioned above, the efforts to monitor
project progress, analyze information anddocnmentproject activities and performance usually tend to cease with the completion of project works.
Impact assessment studies may be designed with respect to both completed
projectsandongoingprojects. In both thesecases, the point oftimeat which the
evaluation is undertaken is crucial in interpreting the study results and their
implications.
In thecaseofongoing rehabilitation projeca, animpact evaluationundertaken
at anearly stageofprojectimplementation would providecriticalinformationon
the early developments of the project and would, thus, indicate the likely outcome
of the project in the future. The assessment would help to diagnose project
problems at an initial stage and, thereby, make appropriate “mid-course”
corrections. The evaluation should be designed to provide early feedback
regarding the project perfonnance, before it is too late to take corrective action.
Impact evaluation studies on completed rehabilitation projects would also
provide useful information in many otherrespects. In addition to indicating the
natureofprogress made by the project, such astudy could identify thestrengths
and weaknesses associated with therehabilitation strategy adoptedinthe project.
The impact evaluation study would enable identification of the actual achievements of the project which could then be compared with the expectations. Any
deviation between the planned achievements and actual achievementsneedsto
be carefully studied with a view to ascertaining possible causes and to adopt
necessaryremedial action. Suchan assessment wouldnot only bring outthemajor
lessons thatshould belearnedfromtheprujectconcerned butwould heusefulin
designing future rehabilitation projects.
Impact evaluation studies need to focus on a number of major aspects of the
project such as irrigation, agricultural production, employment and incomes. In
most irrigation schemes in Sri Lanka, besides irrigation rehabilitation activities,
many other development activities are alsoimplementedconcurrently. Thus, in
identifying the impact of the rehabilitation project, it is essential to attempt to
distingpish between the specific benefits arising purely from the rehabilitation
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effort and benefits derived from other developmental efforts. A mistake often
made in this regard is to attribute all incremental benefits in the irrigation scheme
to the rehabilitation effort.
Agriculture is undoubtedlythe single most important activity to beinfluenced
by the rehabilitation efforts in any irrigation system. The level of agricultural
output and its diversity are two of the more important determinants of settlers‘
income, employment audgeneral farmerwelfare. Thus, an analysisofthe project
impact on agricultural production is a critical indicator of the s’uccessor failure
of the efforts made to rehabilitate the system.
Otherindirectindicatorsthat couldalsobeusedinmeasurinp the final impact
ofthe project arecrop yields, level ofapplication of improved cultivation methods,
changes inprofitability, levels offarmand off-farm employmentcreation, extent
to which the production risks are lowered, and changes in cropping mix and
cropping intensity. Often, projects are justified on the hasis of increased farm
production, employment and incomes. Hence, attempts should be made to
examine the extent to which these expectations are achieved through the
implementation of the project.

Project Sustainability:Implications for Policy and
Operations
Almost all irrigation rehabilitation projects in Sri Lanka shcNw a remarkably
uniform consistency in demonstrating that the potential econoimic returns from
investments in rehabilitation are high. Often, the predicted Economic Rate of
Return(ERR) rangesbetweenZOpercentand40percent.However, it appears that
such high ratesofreturnare not actually achievedin most irrigation rehabilitation
projects. There is considerable evidence to show that the projects are usually
performing below expectations. This situation, therefore, raises a fundamental
issue of project sustainability, i.e., the ability of the system to maintain the
expected level of benefit flows throughout the intended lifetime of the project.
Among the approaches that may be adopted to ascemin “sustainability,”
perhaps thesimplestistodefineandassesssustainabilityonthetiasisofeconomic
rates of returns. If the reestimated ERR, after the project has been in operation
forseveral years, isequal toorgreaterthantheERRatthe timetheprojectbecame
operational, the project can he taken as sustained.
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The other approach, which is more complicated, would involve the developmentofacompositeindex based onasetofindicators. Theindex should, in broad
terms, becapableofassessinganumberofimportantissuessuchascontinuity of
production benefits, maintenance of physical infrastructure, long-term institutional capacity, and strength and stability of support from the government and the
community.

Studies on Strengthening Institutions
The role of local organizations as a vehicle for mobilizing farmer involvement
in irrigation rehabilitation, operation and maintenance is now accepted. In fact,
all new projects have incorporated this aspect in the implemental programs.
However, the specific means of achieving beneficiary palticipation is little
understoodandmuchneeds to bedoneto progress further. The key problems to
beaddressedinthis regardaretheinitiation, continuation,viability and replicability
oftheseorganizations. It appears that, often, themethodsusedtoinitiate farmers’
organizations are ad hoc and are not based on systematic approaches.

Research Studies on Introduction and Adaptation of
Technology
During the 1980s, the food-crop sector in Sri Lanka showed a situation characterizedby risingproductioncostswith nocommensurate increases in outputprices.
During this period, per-hectare crop yields also remained virtually stagnant.
Under these circumstances, it is now becoming increasingly important to introduce new crop-production technologies that would reduce production costs and
increase productivity. Similarly, fromthepointofview ofirrigation too,thereis
anemerging need to introduce new technologies to meet the emerging challenges.
Unless significant changes in production technologies are introduced, it would
he difficult to maintain the economic viability of most of the irrigation rehabilitation projects.
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Studieson Cost-Effectivenessof Irrigation Rehabilitation
Projects
As already discussed in the previous chapter, achieving cost-effectiveness in
irrigation system rehabilitation as well as in O&M operations is a critical issue
receivingconsiderableattention.Sincehardlyany research hasbaen undertaken
in this regard, it is necessary to direct research attention to the examination of
the relevant issues.
In the past, rehabilitation of irrigation systems was undertriken through a
varietyofstrategies. Eachofthese strategies wasassociated with<differentlevels
of cost intensities and efficiencies which could be ascertained and evaluated.
Studies on cost-effective O&M strategies form another critical area of
researchthat requiresattention. Recently, someuseful workin this regard hasbeen
conducted IhroughtheinterventionofISMP. This workisfocusedon thecostof
maintenance of selected irrigation systems, mainly to establish technically
adequate maintenance and to identify institutional arrangements that would
ensurecost-effective maintenance(TEAMS 1991). The study indicates anumber
of avenues for improvement and the analysiscouldbeusedas abasi!;fordeveloping
and designing fultherresearch

Approaches for Recouping Investments in Irrigattion
Rehabilitation
Thmughouttherecentpart,there hasbeenagrowingconcernofthegovernment
torecoup at leastapaxtofthe funds diverted forimgation rehabilitation. lnrelation
tothisissue,someresearchworkhasalreadyheendonehutthisini'ormationneeds
updating and more in-depth investigation. Some of the issues thlat need investigation involve thedetermination of actual costs required for rehabilitation and
O&M, the setting upof O&M standardsfor different situations, investigationof
the abilityofthefarmers topay, administrativeorganizations appropriate for fee
collection, and mechanisms to be adopted for fee collection, modes of fee
collection as well as the costs of fee collection.
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Studies Providing Insight4 into the Problems in Older
Irrigation SettlementSchemes
This category of research needs to be designed to understand the overall nature
of the problems faced by irrigation settlement schemes. Some of the common
problems that appeartoheaffectingthe performanceofthe irrigation settlements
are: second-generation and attendant ecunomic, sociological and other problems,
land tenure and fragmentation, technological stagnation and the consequent
leveling off of productivity, nonavailability of nonfarm employment, problems of
access to cash and related credit problems, etc. A detailed examination of these
issuewould helptounderstandtheimgationsystemoperation better. This, in turn,
would help planning and implementation of rehabilitation projects more effectively.

Transferabilityand Communication of Lessons Learned
This literature survey has shown that there are many lessons that could bensefull y
transferred, directly or indirectly, with appropriate changes to other irrigation
rehabilitation projects.
The processoftransferringinformation wouldinvolvea seriesofcommunication activities between various interested groups. This process involves many
research questions such as: What mechanisms can he developed to improve
communication among and within agencies, donors. and other interested parties
to spread therehabilitation lessons learned in different projects? and What steps
can be taken to ensure that some of the mistakes done in the past will not he
repeated in projects implemented in the future?
In most rehabilitation activities, the interactions among the various categories
of interested parties constitute an area which is not much researched and it
deserves greater attention in order to understand better, why rehabilitation
projectsaredesignedtheway they areandtosuggest alternativeapproaches.The
study undertaken byIIM1 at Uda Walawe isone ofthe few that throws somelight
in these directions.
There is also aneed for providing information in local languages for the farmers
and others involved in irrigation. Currently, all the literature available on
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irrigation is published in the English medium, and translation of the more
important material would be helpful.
I n conclusion, it is necessary tohighlightthatco1lectingresearr:h information
isacostly and time-consumingtask. Therefore, indesigningresearch studies, it
is important to prioritize the problems to be studied. In disseminating research
results among famiers, it is necessary to ensure that the recommendations are
relevant and acceptable to the farmers economically as well as socially, in the
longrun.
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